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celebrating 75 years of excellence in collegiate journalism
page seven
SGA officer elections for the 2003-04
academic yca.r take place online beginning 9 a.'m. April 15 and ending 9 a.m.
April 16.
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PMtttwelve
Tuesday's onslaught by the 'Breds
included four home runs as MSU
defeated Indiana-Southeast 12-3.
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SARS stops China study-abroad program
. by Adam L. Mathls
wire editor
Becau~ of nn outbre-dk of severe
acute respiratory syndrome (SARS),
officials from the Kentucky Institute
for International Studies have canceled
the l>ummcr study-abroad program to
China.
Milton Grimes, executive director
for KIIS, said the program was canceled once the U.S. State Depurtment
issued a tmvel warning.
"If then: is a warning, we automatically cancel the program to the coun·
try," Grimes said. "That docs not hap-

the State Department, said. "If it comes
up to the expiration date and there is no
reason to reissue it. they will let it
expire.
"(The expiration date) is detennined
on the basis of why it is being issued to
begin with."
Charlone Beahan, director of the
KUS program to China, said although
chances of anyone oo the trip contracting the virus were slim, that risk is not
worth taking.
"Statistically we probably would
have been perfectly safe, but you don't
take that risk with other people's children," Beahan said.

pen when there is a simple virus that
they get control of in a week or two."
In a warning issued April I, the Stare
Department authorized "the departure,
on a voluntary basis, of nonemergency
employees and all family members at
the U.S. Consulate General in Hong
Kong."
This came shortly after a travel advisory, issued March 28, cautioned
against l:riiVel to China's mainland,
Hong Kong, Singapore, Hanoi and
Vietnam. The advisory expires June 26.
"Tf there is a need for (the travel
advisory) to continue, then it is reissued," Susan Pittman, press officer at

Internationals voice reactions
by Adam L Mathis
wire editor
Despite tensions between the United
States and some foreign nations, most
international students at Murray State
are not seeking to n:turn to their native
countries.
Mark Galloway, international-student adviser, said no international stu·
dents have expressed a desire to return
home because of the conflict in Iraq,
nor ha.; he heard of any altercations
between mternational students and the
rest of Ihe student body.
"'The main thing is not to keep it
internali7ed," Galloway said. "Simply
voicing the concerns can many times
rdease some of the tension."
Maki Koizumi, part-time student
from Ashikaga, Japan, said her family
worried 11hout her residing in America
because of recem events. She explained
to them the atmOsphere in Murray to
relieve their tension.
'The people in Murrny are very kind
and nice people,'' Koizumi said. "So I
never worry about it:'
Wen chi Liu, English as a Second

Language student from Taipei, Taiwan,
has not noticed a great change since the
conflict began but does believe larger
cities may be at risk.
"I think in Murray it's a good place
for study," Uu said. "lt's countryside.
It's not so dangerous."
Although Murray State is not losing
international students because of international tensions. those tensions have
caused some problems with recruit·
ment, Srudent Affairs Vice President
Don Robertson said.
Robertson said he has spoken with
Public Safety about making sure international student<> feel secure and placed
emphasis on a safe campus environment.
"No tone has indicated any sense of
discomfort," Robertson said...We want
to reassure the international-student
population. not alann."
Robertson also said if parents of
international students insist their chi!·
dren return home, the University would
make sure students could leave in good
standing.
Ltu also said she has some friends
abroad who worry about her safety in

the United States.
She said she does not voice her anti-

According to World Health Organization (WHO) data, 1,153 cases of
SARS occurred between Nov. 16,
2002, and March 31 of this year in the
Guangdong province of China, resulting in 40 deaths.
A report issued by the Centers for
Disease Control said 3 percent of the
SARS cases, as deftned by WHO, are
fatal.
WHO has only issued advice to governments but is now considering advising travelers as well, according to an
Associated Press report.
Christine McNab, WHO spokesperson, said while the virus seems to be

under control, it is still unclear as to

how it spreads. although direct exposure to an infected individual is nor
necessary to contract SARS.
According to a WHO report, the
Guangdong outbreak. is the largest
reported thus far.
"'This thing has been so unknown
that until it became known in Hong
Kong and in other places (we did not
know) it was the same syndrome."
McNab said.
Grimes said students who signed up
for the China program are being
offered alternatives such as a full
refund or tr.msferring to 3DOther pro-

gram.
For John McGehee, senior from Red
Bud, Ill., the enncellation I1UIY also hirr
der his grnduation since he is a member
of the Honors Pmgmm and must study
abroad to complete the program's
requirements.
Despite the problems, McGehee said
he understood the decision and would
not have gone even if KIIS officials
had not canceled the trip.
Said McGehe-e: "Statistically ... there
is almost no chance we would have
gotten SARS, but because of my par·
enl<;, I probably would have canceled
the program."

Local restaurant boycotts French wine,.
begins serving only American spirits

war opinion because American students in Murray do not like to talk
about it.
"J don't want to see anyone die from
Lhe war," Liu said. "I don't think it's a
good thing for Americans."
Galloway said other variables, aside
from the conflict witb Iraq, are

Recent international events surrounding the war in lraq have prompted at least one Murray restaurant
owner to take a stand.

involved in international enrollrnenl
''One of the main factors is the
increasing competition from other English-speaking countries for the same
studenL~." Galloway said. "Countries
like Australia and Great Britain are
lowering visa requirements as well as
academic requirements to draw more
students to their universities."

Jeff Yates. co-owner of Fifteenth &
Olive, displayed a sign in front of his
establishment Monday. The sign,
·~ow Serving Only American Wine,"
was intended as a boycott of French
products at the restaurant, Yates said.
"When the French, Rus.~ians and
Germans threatened to block humanitarian aid efforts (lo Iraq), I decided

this would be a good way to ••. support

by Seth Combs

our country," Yates said.

ac;sistant news editor

Store manager.~, restaurant owners,
politicians and others have called for
boycotts of French products across the
United States since the French govern·
ment threatened to veto a proposed
United Nations resolution authorizing
war in Iraq. French wines have been
poured into slreetS. and some U.S. citizens have stqpped buying French
cheese.
So far, Yates said the response from
Flfttenlh & Olive patronS haS been
supportive.
"We've only bad one negative comment that I know of," Yates said.
Yates said he expects the new policy to help business. at 'least in the short

run.
"I think it will affect (business)
more positively, especially during this
time," Yates said. "In the long run, it' s
not going to matter. It's really more of
a patriotic gesture."
Doug Herring. senior from Metrop-

olis. Ill., said he does not think the policy will make a difference.
..1 think people try and grasp onto
this patriotism thing to get a liUie more
business," Hening said. "I don't think
anybody will or won't go there
because of it. It won't aiTect business
one way or the other. Most of the people there ore drinKing beer anyway;
not French wine."
John Spinner, sophomore from
Decatur, Ill.. said he was worried
nbout the aficrciTccLc; of boycotts sucb
as Fifteenth & Olive's.
"I don'& think we should stop buying producas from other countries just
because they don't agree (with the
war)," Spinner said. "It's just going to
cause more havoc. What will stuff like
this do (to relations) after the war is
overT'
Yates said he intends to keep the
new policy indefinitely.
Said Yates: "'There arc such great
American wines that we can just serve
those and supj1()11 the country."

ROuND
Recent survey confirms gender wage gap
by Marci Owen
news

editor

Although female students at Murray State
average a higher GPA than their male classmates. they can expect to be offered less
money upon completion of a degree.
According to a quarterly survey
released by the National Association
of Colleges and Employers,
women who have earned
their bachelor's degrees
are offered an
average
of
$1,350 less
than 1 men
with the
same
degree.

wilh many major variances depending on
field of litudy.
This gap is not representative of the 0.29
differential between female and male GPAs
as reported by the Murray State Registrar's
Office.
Peter Murphy, department of English and
philosophy chair, said history, tradition,
patriarchy and capitalism are all factors that
contribute to the gender wage gap.
"Capitalism pays the lowest wage it can
get away with given that its primary driving
force is to generate a profit, and frequently
profit is made on the back of exploited
labor," Murphy said. "Patriarchy, of course,
identifies women as inferior, so why would a
system based on the principles of exploitation, greed and profit pay women any more
than it has to?
"We live in a society dominated by
religions that will not let women
take on I~dership roles and
remind them that they are

Wren

· - z n · ,lll!

here to serve their husbands.
produce offspring and take
care of the home."
Staci Stone, associate professor of English and philosophy, said the wage gap exists
primarily because of sexism.
"As Julia Wood points out in
'Gendered Lives.' when the wage
gap (between men and women) was
first noticed by analysts, they tried to see if
the differe~ce in pay was due to experience.
education, training, business size or type of
occupation," Stone said. "After the Presiden·
t's Council of Economic Advisers 'adjusted
for these and other factors, a 12 percent difference remained that could be explained
only by the presence of discriminatory
auitudes and practices. •·•
Betsy Nowland-Curry, Kentucky
Commission on Women executive

see WAGE GAP I 16
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EdiiC8IIoal , . . . Seardl
offerllll Adult M:r Wolbhop

•aoHce beat

Educational Talent Search will offer a
free Adult ACT Workshop on April 7, 8
and 10. Participants should plan to
attend all three iesslons.
Workshop sessions last three hours •
each evening from 6 to 9 p.m. Partid·
pants should be enrolled in Educational
Talent Search prior to the first workshop
meeting.
For more information, phone Vince
,Medlock at 762-3168.

'111undaJ, Mardi 27

International Buffet on SutlaJ
The International Buffet will be held
from 1 to 3 p.m. April6 in Winslow Dining Hall.
Ticket prices are $15 for adults, .$5 for
children under 5 and $7 for students and
seniors.
For tickets or more information, phone
262-4152.

MSU Slaa.llllt .._ Allocllllail

ioThe
hold
final - · - .......
Student Law Association will

.

Adam CecifmleNews
Victoria Gilmore, junior froar.Jt. Lo1als, eajoya1he recent ~perature& whlle
read.i DJ a book netll' Stew..t -~ T!~ ~
Westem Kentucky Exposition C8nllllr.
Students will provide veterinary services for reduced price&.
Services offered will include physicals.,
nail trims, he~rtworm testing, feUfteleukeP\ia testing and baths.

.......................

Ail eva11s . _ be: IH!Iill at the Clime
Center.
for more inform~ phone MicheUe
Barber at 153-6507.

Nlllaall S.Ciely , CGIJIIdl
Sclao... to . l ll lf Clllu.f

The National Society of CoJle$iate
to
sponsor
barbecue
In
.....
Scholars
will sponsor a cookoUt from
have its final meeting of the semester at
Alpha Sigma Alpha social sorority Will 11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. April 11 fn the Quad.
3:30 p.m. April 15 in room 552 of the
sponsor·Picnic Lane from 11 a.m. to 3
For mont information, phone Shay
Business Building.
p.m. today in the Quad.
' Bames at 762-4063.
The agenda includes elections for next
The event includes barbecue plate
year's officials, suggestions for summer
lunches for$& per plate and Picnk: Lane
reading and recommended classes for
souvenir cups available for an extra $1• . . . . . . . . At. . . . .
LSAT and law-school preparation.
AU proceeds will benefit the PorgetFor more information, phone Jennifer
Gary Jones, professor of math and sta·
Me-Not Organization, which proVides
Payne at 759'-0581 or Joe Chaney at 762tistia, will receive the 2003 Distinfree counseling for child·abuae victims
3459.
•
guished Researcher award from the
and their families.
Murnty St.te Univenity Alumni Associ·
The event is open to stUdents, faculty, atkln.
Cllab
staff and the community!
The award will be pn!lelltlld -auring

a.,J..............

.Alrlclllbnl 1111' .....

.....................p

The Agriculture Engineering and
Technology Club will hold its annual
Lawn Mower Clean Up and Fix Up from
1:30 to 5 p.m. today and 8 a.m . to noon
Saturday at the Howton Agriculture
Building.
The club will perfonn routine maintenance on faculty and staff's push and
riding mowers.

1:21 a.m. A call box wu'lltalfwldklning at White College and ~ a
buzzing noise. Central Plaftt
notified.
10:53 a.m. Two subjects were r,ported possibly smoJcing marljuanlt. Offi..
cers spoke with the individuals. They
were smoking a regular cigarette.
1:31 p.m. Two vehicles were bloddng
a bus at the Cunts Center. '~be )Na
moved without moving the offend.
ing vehicles. A n!pOit was taken.
11:58 p.m. A m~vfler at
Springer College
teVeral
subjects on a Hart College balc:cny
yelling at people below. S.ubjects

w•

Winslow Dlnl111 Hall to host

Murray State Alliance to holt
coafareace this WllktM

ttJe~Mulray celebrdOn~

for 6ip• -Apr!J ~at tha .....- S,..
dal
Center..

a...-

11i:lGHa·- $25..
Murray State's Alliance will' l¥llt the
P6t ticbta or men information, phone
2003 Come Together Kentucky (CJ'k)
LiPda
Moore at 7Q-4286.
Conference this weekend 01\ campuB.
CTK is a statewide cOnference for gay,
lesbian, bisexual, transgender and supportive students from universities and
colleges in Kentucky and sUfi'OUDdins
states.
:rr.wet ...lei.. students
Vic Basile, first executive diredlor of
to host Anliul Health pn»paan the Human
Students froM the anlat8r health liecWJtl*·bJ!•If'IP•~r-.~
nology and pre-veterinary medicine pro- fest will be held with retreshl•••--~ams will host an Animal Health Techcenter-stage concert. saturday, B'lllfmtir'• ill ClrmpN$ lJrlqly, COnfliCt Seth
nology Day from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. April 5 shops will be available, and a queer fUm COM, tltllistlilit ritiVS tlilitor, by plrone Ill
at the Carmen Pavilion, just west of the fest will be held that evening.
762~ or ju Ill 762-317'

....
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I
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was received bom the Clara BasJe

Jslt a.m. A caBer Mp01'tecl subjects
making threatemns '{>hOM caJJe. A
report was taken.
3:14 a.m. A caller adviled be ~
yelling from the tt¥t .W. of fltl1
College. Subjects were~ to w.aiJe
a friend.
3:59 a.m. A caller in Fliubeth College reported threatening phone
calls. A report wu taken.
8:30 a.m. A caller in Wralher Museum adviaed that an alarm was accidentally set off and then ft!let.

s.tutday, March 21
11:30 a.m. A caller ~ the
bathrooms at the 16th Street tennis
courts be unlocked. Facilities Management was contacted.
3:43 p.m. A caller reported he wu
pa.rked in the college-head
Hart CoDese. He advised he wu
~ for a friend to move his
tn&
9:39p.m. A QJt. ~ 1 polllible
break-in at the ~ ~ Ja
Stewart Stadi~.

..,._It

Suilday, Marcil 30

c.neq.

9-.21 p.m. A caller in Rkhmond Col·
1ep reponed the wheels and tires

had been stolen &am his bicycle. A
report wu taken.

. . . . . . . 31
808a.a.A~~thatthe

owners of a wldde blocking a

the
.,_ be c:cntacted. A
~ge WM lift for the owners.
U;U p.m. A caller~ 18ai8-

Jane anc:l

~

tance in getting hit Vebide out of a.

handicapped parklns space near
Bladdnun Science~

=:
~

callerNpoilecl·~
~,1a,._.

.....,.

tn Qft Hel1th. A report wae talta
9:15 p.a. A student reported an
intoxicated and stumbling female
entering the west end of White College.

......,,April

•ilecl

N1 a.m. An officer
that
jJiere WM alarp pothole at the Blfa•
abet~\ College entrance to the dorm
d1'cl&
t:l2 p.m. A a.Der at Franklin CoDep
reported problems with his IUlte
mate. No Np01t WBJ takeR.
A awnber of Racer Pitlol
reported shaving cream on an
entrance ramp at the north side Of
campus.

10:0'1 ,....

............ .2
3:26 a.m. A

""'*

lt the residential
dlde WH covered in silly
string. OWner was COAtaded.

~

10:15 a.m. A caller repc;rted a possi·
ble theft from the vending lllld1iMa
in Alexander Hall.
a. ...._ A ClllJer advised a small
taieelild fallen ewer in the puJcms lot
behind Alexander Hall. The tree was
located.

2:32 a.m. Individuals staying inside
the Curris Center needed to be let

into the building. Curris Center staff

Motorist Aailtll · ll

that a tireaker had blown in the

assistant news
, from materials
provided by Public Sllfoty. All {lis-

*'

C'omfs;

switch room.
5:01 p.m. A "not yet dosed" signal

ptJtched c:t~lls are not listed.

The MBA
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Facuity vetoes SGA resolution

Sprinkler activity
uproots students

by Melissa Kilcoyne
sr.aff wrltt.•r
The Faculty Senate voted down a resolution to
add student-generated questions to current faculty
evaluations after the resolution passed a Student
Government Association vote.
The resolution would have added 14 studentgenerated questions to the current Washington
Instrument evaluation and allow them "to be
shared with both students and faculty for the purpose of advising students on course selection."
Terry Strieter, faculty regent, said the resolution
was defeated primarily because of the nature of
questions.
..The resolution itself was, I think, a pretty good
one," Strieter said. ''I think the faculty saw serious
issues nbout the way the questions were posed."
Strieter said many questions included in the resolution were not quantitative and needed some
rewording.
..The whole basis of the failure is that SGA was
under the impression that someone was going to
look over the questions and make them quantitative and subjective questions," he said.
Jace Rabe, SGA president, said he felt the current teacher evaluations needed improvement and
approached University President F. King Alexander in November about forming a committee to
rewrite some questions.
''We feel, from the student point, the questions
we use now are too ambiguous and too general, so
we tried to come up with questions that are more
!ipecific," Rabe said.
John Dillon, professor of journalism, said he
agreed with making .some evaluative material
available for the public but disagreed with the
content of many of the questions.
"(The Washington Instrument) has a good deal
of fairness," Dillon said. "It seemed that the questions student government wanted to (add) lacked
some of the validity of the Washington Instrument."
Cry~1al Coleman, lecturer of organizational
communication, said questions in the resolution
were phrased in t\ way that would tell students
which professors are the easiest and could discourage students from taking necessary classes.
"My concerns are for unfair evaluations for pro-

by M arcl Owen
news editor

fessors who may need fair evaluations for promotion consideration," Coleman said. ''However, my
greatest concern is for (the students)."
Coleman said she encourages freedom of
speech but cannot vote for a resolution without a
positive effect.
"My colleagues and I encourage students to
choose classes based on their career goals and not
based on who will make a ~curse less challeng·
ing," she said.
Rabe said he was shocked to hear the resolution
was defeated since the committee that dev~loped
the questions wa~; composed of students and fac·
ulty.
"It doesn't show that the students and faculty
are working well together," he said.
Rabe said students deserve access to questions
formed by the committee, and he plans on continuing to work toward that goal.
"This is something that's not over," Rabe said.
Wayne Beasley, professor of history. said he
favored the resolution because if students wanted
to know answers to the proposed questions, he
agreed with telling them.
"I didn' t really care what questions the students
asked me, and J didn't exactly understand why
anyone else was concerned," Beasley said.
Strieter said he hopes the questions will be
reworded and added to the Washington Instrument in the future.
"It's an unfortunate thing because we're chang-

STATEL
Pro Rodeo Equipment,
Nutrena Feed-r ...... , r.... , Western Wear

ing governments," he said. 'The ideal situation
would be if students would take those original
questions and take it to the new student government so they can see where they are."
Dillon said answers to the current questions
could be construed as defamatory statements
because they would identify the person, publici7..e •
the information and reflect negatively on a person's reputation.
"No one who's worked on the resolution has
evaluated the impact of the University using its
Web server to post potentially defamatory statements about faculty," Dillon said. "I don't know
that the University would welcome using the University server for defamation of someone's character."
Dillon said some of the questions inclined the
reader to give a negative response but that he
hoped to see them revised and the resolution
revisited by the Facuhy Senate.
"I'm sorry that a lot of people have spent a lot
of time on that resolution and it failed," he said. "I
hope it can be patched in some manner."
Coleman said when students avoid taking some
classes in favor of getting an easy teacher, they
will have deficiencies and later regret their choices.
Said Coleman: "Sometimes the 'easy way out'
is a temporary escape !hat may eventually lead
some students to a career or life fiUed with mediocrity.''

, INC.

Kyle Mullaney, sophomore from
Fort Wright, was close to sleep
early Saturday morning in his Hester College room when he heard the
fire alann sound.
Mulianey and hi~ roommate,
unaware of what was happening,
walked out into the hallway.
"Because we saw water coming
out of bathroom doors and into the
floor, we figured there was a fire.''
Mullaney said. "It kind of smell like
there was."
Mullaney and the other Hester
residents quickly filed outside.
"'The crowd was kind of confused wheo they heard water was
going off in the second floor. but
overall, it was pretty calm,'' he said.
The crowd was soon informed
that there was no fire. Someone had
activated the sprinkler in the Hester
second-floor restroom.
Lt. Maureen Randoll of Public
Safety said the sprinkler was activated at approximately 2:38 a.m.
Saturday. She said the water flow
through !he sprinkler caused the fire
alarm system to activate.
University police; the Murray
Fire Department, the State Fire
Marshal's Office and Facilities
Management reported to the scene.
Randall said it wa'i originally
thought to be a fire scene because of
black residue on the walls and floor.
"With this in mind. the Kentucky
State Police arson investigator was
notified," Randell said. "Subsequent investigation by the Murray
Fire Marshal and the Kentucky
State Fire Marshal's Office deter-

mined !he sprinkler activation to be
caused by physical force and not
fire. The water in the pipes had left
the black residue."
Students were evacuated as a
normal course of fire-alarm act iva~
tion, Randoll said.
"It is unknown how long the students were evacuated, but most
were allowed to return to their
room~ (in about an hour)," Randall
said. "Students on the second floor
south end were not allowed to
return as quickly because of the
investigation."
Mike Lukens, freshman from
Chicago, said he had just arrived to
his room when he "heard something that sounded like a vacuum
cleaner,''
Lukens said it was then that his
roommate, who was in the restroom
when the sprinkler was activated.
came running in the room soaked in
water.
Lukens said his roommate told
him that there were two other males
in the restroom with him.
"He did not see if they had done
anything," Lukens said. "He didn't
see faces or if they had anything in
their hands or anything."
An investigation is continuing to
determine the cause of the sprinkler
activation. Randall said. Criminal
charges may or may not be filed
depending upon the results of the
investigation.
She said everyone needs to be
aware of the sprinkler system and
its components.
Said RandoU: ''Tampering with,
hanging items from or hitting/contacting sprinkler heads can cause
them to activate."

SPECIALS!
TANNINS ISO ter 300 Mia.
PERMS h8 EI1Jp

Across from Sirloin
Stockade

1842 State UDe RD. W.
HWY. 893 West
Hazel, KY 420 49
BUS: 27()-492-6144
FAX: 27o-492-6248

www.•tatellnewestemwodd.com

Larry & Lynda Ward
Barry Ward

HI9HLI9HTS tu EI1Jp
MEN'S HAIRCUT . .
WOMEN'S KWIKJCUT

••o

Walk-ins Welcome
C all 7 5 3- 1682
Southside Shopping Ceater • M•nay
•Open Late by appointment•

AIA would like to congratulate
the following sisters on being
chosen to compete in Miss MSU.
Good luck girls! We love you!

I!1J Free Pregnancy Test
All services free of cbarge.
r;:I Infonnation About ALL Choices
GtJCaring and Confidential Help
1506 Chestnut Street (across from lhe I&T Building)

www.LHouse.org

Relax, Worship, Experience!
The NET is a praise and
worship experience for ·
Murray State
students each Sunday
at 8 p.m.

Camilla Buckingham
Maria Meadows
Ashley Srriith
Karen Stolt

FREE meal at 7:40.
BRING A FRIEND!

First Baptist Fellowship Hall

Alpha !iig01a Alpha

203

The sisters ol ArA would like to thank
everyone who participated in B·Ball Slam. The
Tigers, one ol 20 teams, won the tournament. Also,
thank you~~ lor donating the water. Everyone
made the event asuccess! All ol the proceeds went
to the Alpha Gamma Dena Foundation, which
supports research lor juvenile diabetes.
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Attention Advertising Majors
and Minors
JMC 456 Advertising Campaigns has a new course number.
Beginning in Fall 2003, it will be offered as JMC 556
Advertising Campaigns.
See your advisor or Professor Welsch for details.
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Evaluations require revision
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Our View
ISSUE:
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The Faculty
Senate voted

How do you feel about the
gender wage gap?

i"l

think it sucks

~because women
~

are doing the
,.~same job as men.
:tmt they don't get
:lhe. same benefits
:: and pay."

the idea of new
questions being
included in the

evaluation and
hope the Faculty Senate can
work with th{!
SGA to include
questions that
would be more
useful to students.

Megan Arszman

• soptiOmOfe, Westftflld, lnd
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''1 think it's fme
because men are
supposed to be
the head of the
house."

The Faculty Senate recently voted against a
resolution that would have allowed studentgenerated questions to be included in semesterend faculty evaluations.
Student Government Association President
Jace Rabe said he believes faculty evaluations
are. not thorough enough and need revision.
Rabe said the evaluations should include questions that provide students with enough information on professors and courses they may
want to take in the future.
With student input. the SGA compiled about
45 questions for inclusion in faculty evaluations.
Murray State President F. King Alexander
suggested Rabe form a committee to agree on
the questions.
That committee, chaired by Assistant
Provost Tim Todd, included Faculty Regent
Terry Strieter. Professor and Director of the
criminal justice program Mittie Southerland,
Faculty Senate Vice President B iII Palmer and
Faculty Senate President Mark Wattier. Representing students on the committee were Rabe,
Cassie Ayers. ISO President Abdulla El-Bannan, Jenny Moss and Brian Mueller.
"Dr. Todd is neither a student nor is he faculty. As chair of the committee he would not be
biased for either side," Rabe said.
The committee cut the initial number of
questions down to 14. The questions were then
presented to the senate. It was voted down 18-

SORR\j, BUT \Jf 'RE ONL~
\NTERESTEO \~ G.UEST\ONS

T\-\AT MAKE PROFESSORS LO~~
L\Kt COMPETENT, EOUCATfO
1~0\\/IDUALS

5-1.
After reviewing the 14 questions denied by
the senate, we agree some of the questions are
vague or ambiguous enough to warrant revision.
However, there are enough valid questions to
merit serious consideration for inclusion in the
evaluations.
Members of the senate have said they do not
reject the idea of new questions in the evaluations; they just found those specific questions
unacceptable.
Because the senate rejects the current 14
questions. we suggest it revise the questions
they find unacceptable and present those to the
committee for student approvaL
Discourse between students and faculty
would ensure that the questions would be
acceptable to both parties.
•
Rabe has said he will continue pushing the
issue until the questions become a part of faculty evaluations because it is something students want.
The idea of revising faculty evaluations is a
good one. Faculty. tenured or not, musl be held
accountable for rheir actions•
We applaud the Student Government Association for taking the initiative and gathering
student input for new questions, and we
strongly agree with the addition of informative
questions to the evaluations.
lt is now up to the senate and the committee
to work together to find an accepwble median
in this situation.

Danya Brown
hw~n. HqpNnsvme

The staffeditorial is the majority opinion of the
editorial board of "The Murray State News."
The editorial hoard is composed of all section
editors.
Jenny Hahn/The News
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"The Murray State News• strives to be the
University commun•ty's source tor informalion.
Our goal is to present that information in
a fair and unbiased manner and also provide a free and open forum for expression
and debate.
"The Murray State News" offers a hands·
on learning environment for those students
mterested in journalism or other ftelds relatlng to the production of a newspaper.
The campus press should be free from
censorship and advance approval of copy;
and, its editors should be free to develop
their own edttorial and news policies
"The Murray State News" Is prepared and
edited by students and Is an official publication of Murray State University. The first
copy ol "The Murray State News• is free.
Additional copies are available tor 25 cents
at 111 Wilson Hall.

Weirdos wage ·watery war in woods
On

the
John
'

Folks. it is spring time. Lots of things happen during this time of year that you do not
see at any other time. Birds are chirping;
flowers and trees are blooming; and young
lovers are doing lover things. like going to
Dairy Queen together and eating Totino's
Party Pizzas in the park.
There also is another scene associated with
the spring, perhaps my favorite scene. It
involves a bunch of college students running
across campus and through forests, screaming battle cries and hunting down each other
with water guns and balloons.
Hey. I never said it was a C<X)l scene.
Anyway, these are stressful times we are
living in, and what better way to manage this
stress than to engage in a good ol' fashioned
water fight? Toke a break from the 24-7 war
coverage that is blasted at you on television
and actually be a part of your very own coalition, a coalition armed with th<! very latest in
Super Soaker technology, such a~ the CPS
2500 ami the Monster XL (the water-gun
equivalents of the military's GPS bombs).
Sure, better ways of relieving stress might
involve talking to significant others. taking
medication or exercising. but those aren't
very fun at all and pale in comparison to the
relief that is provided by fighting with water

guns.
The fight will begin at 8 p.m. next Tuesday; the battlefield will be the woods
the
Murray Calloway City Park (the one with
Playhouse in the Park). The game format will
either be capture the nag. last man standing
or the ever-popular "one team beats the crap
out of another team."
As far as rules. I will go over these again
prior to the game, but they are fairly simple.
lf you get shot in the head, back or chest, you
are eliminated from the game. as these would
be considered mortal wounds. (Sorry, you
can't wear a rain jacket as a flak vest.) Arm
and leg shots will result in the loss of the
limb that has been shot.
It i:; very similar to that game you used to
play as u child, when you and your neighbor
played "knights" and bent the crap out of
each other with stick swords, "hacking off'
limbs left and right. If you smacked your
neighbor's arm with a stick, the arm was useless. If you hit them in the head, they were
"dead," (Hopefully you didn't actually hit
them hard enough to really kill them .... If
you did. perhaps you shouldn't come out and
engage in mock warfare.)
Of course, with this method. the honor system will have to be put into place. In the

of

past, this has worked out well.
Anyway, all are welcome Ill attend. All
you need is a water gun (and perhaps aJlashligllt). It doesn't even have to be u top-ofthe-line gun, either. as the woods. as well as
the cover of darkness, help level the playing
field. If you are a hippy/tlower child (or
French). we could use you. Come out and
protest with catchy signs that read "No H20
for blood." or perhaps tie. yourself to a tree in
defiance of what you see as un unjustified
war.
If you are a warmonger/hawk, grab a massive water gun, come out and drench the
aforementioned hippies. all the while arguing that your military action will not destabilize the political climate of the park . And if
you have a journalism background. positions
are available for embedded reporters. Yes,
you could be the very next "Scud Stud."
Well, that's about all. Bring a water gun
and come out to the parking lot near Playhouse in the Park on Tuesday night.

John Gibs011 is a columnist for "The Murray
State News."

•your opil1i<)n
Newspaper projects positive
image of Health Services
To the Editor:
These are days where everything is
looked at very critically and with a
view that if you don't pay much for it,
there must be something wrong with
it.
Given this rather pessimistic view of
life. it was extremely pleasant to open
''The Murray State News" and find not
only an editorial, but also an article
supporting usc of our Health Services.

Granted. I knew there was going to be
something in the paper this week, having been interviewed by Ms. Childers,
but the positive nature of both piece~
was still a morale booster for Heulth
Services staff members who work very
hard to provide good service to the
students.
We only see 17 percent of the student body, but that does manage to
translate into approximately 7.000 student visits per year. These visits are
for a variety of reasons- sometimes to
get an illness taken care of, sometimes
for a referral and sometimes for information and education .

While we can't be everything to
eYeryone, we do take our jobs and our
mission very seriously.
If you arc not familiar with us,
please come see what we offer. You
may also obtain information by calling
our Health Line at 762-3809 or viewing our Web site at http://campus.
murray.edu/health/health.htm.
Thank you again to "The Murray
State News" for a positive response to
Health Services and also for the continued support through health and
wellness articles throughout the years.
Judy Lyle and staff of Health Services

Witte to us
~"''be Murray State News" welcomes
~mentaries and letters to the editor.
L:"·::.'ers should be 300 words or fewer
and must be signed. Contributors
~tlQuld include addresses and phone
numbers for verification. Please
nclude hometown. chu;sificntlon, thle
or relationship to the University. 'i"fhe
State News" reserves the right
or style, length and content.
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On a mission?
Spread the word, do not
condemn others' beliefs

Christians have duty
~to spread ·God's word

•

In My
Opinion

Ada m
Mathis

' "It is import tant to bear in
, mind that
i Christians are
not being
•
• selfish or try• ing to make
everyone
•think the
way they do. '
: What they are
trying to do is
: make sure
•
. : fewer people
go to Hell."

i

i

Society has developed a cultural taboo regarding anything to do with ~pread
ing a particular religion. General feel -good statements about religion nrc accept·
able, but if someone questions those beliefs. we become defensive and begin
calling that someone everything from fundamentalist to close-minded.
In a society famed for free speech. probing questions about one' s spirituality
can elicit comments about the inappropriateness of such a query. In fact, some
people seem afraid of such questions, fearing their own ideas might not stand up
to those being presented.
Considering how important accuracy is on this question, it would be logical to
examine numerous viewpoints. Being wrong on this question could mean spending eternity in a very unpleasant place Some Christian~ reali1e this und make n
concentrated effort to present their beliefs to others.
For Christians, there is no question it is a necessary component of our lives.
Jesus Christ said, "Go ye therefore, and teach all nation~. baptitj ng them
in the name of the Father, and of the Son. and of the Holy
Ghost" (Matthew 28: 19). Because
it b a matter of salvation. the
idea is that Christians are aiding in the salvation of
souls, since we also take
very seriously Christ's
statement. "I am the way,
the truth, and the life: no
man cometh unto the Father, but
by me'' (John 14:6).
Many people in modern
society tend to view missionaries a..; people who impose
their beliefs on someone
else The statement is
absurd, since no person
has the power to force
someone to believe
something they do not
want to believe. The
goal is to offer them a
choice: to live for Christ
or not. For Christians, it
is apparent that we as
mtsstonuries are not
doing the converting, but
God is working in the individual. It may make some
people uncomfortable. but if
your beliefs cannot with·
stand a rational discussion.
are they belief-; worth having?
II is imponant to bear in
mind that <::hristians are not
being selfish or trying to mal<_e_ __
every0ne "think the way they do."
What they are trying to do is make
sure fewer people go to Hell. Even if you
do not agree with Christianity. what would
be the more noble option: that Christians
believe many people are going to Hell and do
nothing ahout it or devote time to trying to reach people with the message of Christ?
I have been on a mission trip and continue evangelism at Murmy Stare: the arguments are no longer academic for me. Knowing in my mind
that I have an answer that everyone would want to have, I realize it is selfish of
me to not speak about it. And looking out. J sometimes wish to just shout it from
the rooftops. "Jesus is Lord!" It is not about proving I urn right; it is not about
proving Christianity is right. 1 know I am right. and I know Christianity is right.
I need no affirmation from the populace. lnstea~.l want everyone to share in the
Good News: Jesus Christ. the Son of God, came so we might be forgiven of our
sins. We all know we have done wrong things in our lives. and the message of
Christ. the message I want to tell people about, is that he wants to forgive you of
tho~e sins.

Mission trips to save souls - a noble endeavor. I suppose. It sounds commendable. doesn't it? You travel great distances to faraway lands to educate poor fools
on the error of their ways. And you tell them their evil ways wi II take them straight
w the fiery pits of Hell unless they convert to your religion -slash -denomination
because that really is the only path to salvation.
Let me say I am not utterly adverse to the notion of mission trips. I applaud those
groups (and there are many) that take trips with actual humanitarian effortS in
mind. There are groups that assist in building houses: those that bring food, clothing and medical supplies; and those that simply spend time with orphans or other
underprivileged youngsters. They do these things in addition to religious efforts.
I reali7..e the salvation of immortal souls is just as important as saving physical
bodies. but I take offense when some missionaries. filled with the power of the
Holy Spirit and eager to condemn sinners, rush off to a foreign country to "save the
people."
I know many people who have gone on mission
trips. I can honestly say that many of those I have spoken with have absolutely no idea what they are really
doing. They think they are doing God's work by con·
demning people's faith. Many missionaries have
told me they actually have to tell strangers that
they are sinners and will go to Hell if they
don't accept Jesus into their lives.
I say. who the hell are you to
come into my country and tell me
that my beliefs are evil and that I need
to change or face eternal damnation?
I realize it may be a foreign concept
to you. but have you ever opened
your mind just a little and thought
about what these " lost souls" you
purport to be saving are thinking?
Would you appreciate it if these
people came to your town,
knocked on your door and tried
their best to convert you to their
religion? I'm going out on a limb
here by assuming this, but I'd bet
anything many missi~naries
would be up in arms if anyone told
them they were going to Hell for
their beliefs.
Sometimes it's difficult to see
other people's perspectives on particular issues. but cry to understand
that however strongly you feel about
your beliefs - however much you are
convinced you are doing the right thing
there are others out there who feel the
t:-iJ· same ways about their beliefs. Other people
",§
have just as much faith as you do. Don't
assume you are doing people a favor by con·
~.,.,.
demning their religion (or lack thereof) and
~ showing them the light, the way- your way.
t-1e""s
I am certainly not arguing against mission
:¥-si~~e
work. I'm not even arguing against evangelism. I'm simply asking those people who take it upon themselves to
"spread the word" to ignorant sinners to take a step back and examine their actions. By telling people their religions or beliefs are not the way
to salvation, you may be taking away these people· s faith. You may be questioning the very foundation of their belief systems- systems probably held since childhood.
I suggest you keep doing mission work if you believe that is what you ought to
dQ, but do it in a way that is truly Christian. Ask the people you meet what their
be-liefs are. If they differ from yours and you think you need to "enlighten" them,
~;imply say that you believe something else and ask - I repeat -ask if they would
like to hear about what you believe. If they are willing to listen to you, that's great.
But never tell anyone their belief systems are taking them to Hell .
Never take away people's faith. Sometimes that faith is all they have.
Remember one other thing- you could be convinced these people you encounter
need saving. What you might not realize is the thing these people may need saving
from is you.

Adam Mathis is wire editor for "The Murray State News. "
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Avila is opinion editor for "The Murray State News. "

Murray not so terrible after all
In My
Opinion

Kristen
Watson

"The professors are so
lolcrant and
compassionate
they will actually allow you
to wear a
plastic tiara in
class on your
birthday."

Well. it has been a century or
so since I have been permitted to
share my "deep insights" with the
world . It's fabulous to be back.
but don't get too used to it.
Over the past few weeks. I have
been suffering from what I refer
to as severe, sentimental, springfever senioritis.
The epidemic may be rare, but
with no vaccine or cure yet. it can
hit seniors at any unforeseen
moment. Symptoms include sudden. extreme nostalgia; tearful
heavy drinking with long-lost
friends; constant excitement for
every little thing about Murray;
religiously counting down the
days until May 10 (it is faster that
way): and pondering both the
meaning of life and your own.
People. I know it sounds rather
disturbing, not 10 mention frightening. but it can only get better
after your diagnosis.
In lieu of my usual sarcastic
slashes at the bustling city of
Murray, I will write the unthink·
able this wee.k: a positive shoutout to Murray! I told you I was
suffering greatly from this new
epidemic.... Look at what it has
done to me.
The Top I 0 Reasons to Love
Murray :

I 0. If you have a tendency w
lose your license on a regular
basis. there is no need to hudllle
into a defeated ball on your bed room floor while your other
frienlls go .. bar-hopping." The
bartenders will not need to ~ec
your J.D.; they already have your
face and vital stnts memorized.
Drink on !
9. The campus police are probably the only force in the country
nice enough to unlock your car
for you, when you THINK you
locked your keys in it fnr the seventh time this month. Or 111aybc
they just feel sorry fur you for
doing such a great imitation of an
airhead.
8. The professors are so tolerant and compassionate they will
actually allow you to wear n plastic tiara in class on ynur bmhday.
7. Murray IS like having fnmily
around. (Partly because you meet
cousins all the time.)
6 . Murray is the only place in
the United States where you can
be friends with your profesliors ,
tanning-bed manager. hair stylist,
University custodians. servers,
gas-station attendants AND chil ·
dren under the age of seven, and
they are all friendly to you each
rime you see them .

..

5. You become very creative
when you live in Murray because
you " make your own fun."
4. You can run around like a
maniac in your cap and gown on
campus, over a month prior to
graduation. and everyone smiles
politely.
3. When you ask someone to
meet you somewhere, they virtually cannot get lost. (Well, unless
he or she is an Aquarius.)
2. Wal-Murt. It has everything
you need, and how thrilling it is
to catch up with Jane Doe from
freshman year in the produce
aisle.
I. No matter how many times
you see the same people at the
same bar-; and restaurants, they
are guaranteed to care enough to
ask you. " What have you been up
to?" each and every time.
I am really going to miss this
place. But not enough to stay for·
ever!

Krislen Watson is a staff writer
for ''The Murray Swre News."

In My
Opinion

Severo
Avila
" I am certainly not arguing
against mission work. I'm
not even arguing against
evangelism.
I'm simply
asking those
people who
take it upon
themselves to
'spread the
word' to ignorant sinners, to
take a step
back and
examine their
actions."
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Kentucky State under investigation
for insufficient documentation

Rivera still reporting
on U.S. troops in Iraq

Pilots consider taking
17-percent pay cut

Muslims urge removal
of American soldiers

FRANKFORT (AP)- Kentucky State University should repay the federal government
$28,000 and make sure that $3.6 million was
properly spent, a federal investigation concludecl.
The U.S. Department of Education's Office of
Inspector GC'neral said in a report that KSU
lacked sufficient documentation for more than
$28,000 spent from the federal Title 111 program
that assists hi~torically black colleges and universities.
Because the investigation reviewed only 80
Title m expenditures by KSU totaling $359,008
from Oct.l, 1998, to Sept.30, 2001, the report
urged the school to review the other 6,619 Title
III expenses - $3.3 million - during that period
to ensure they were properly documented.
University officials said they have identified
documentation for all of the money in question
except $3,151 since federal investigators left
campus last fall.

NEW YORK (AP) - While
veteran reporter Peter Arnett
wasted no time beginning his
new career as a weekly newspaper commentator, it is not
clear whether Ceraldo Rivera
has a future as a Fox News
Channel correspondent in
Iraq.
On Monday, military officials accused Rivera of disclosing unauthorized military
movements after a report in
which he outlined military
movements in tht> dirt.
The Pentagon said Tuesday
that Fox had agreed to
remove Rivera from his posting with U.S troops in Iraq.
But Tuesday morning he
appeared in a live shot on Pox
News Channel . He said he
was stiJJ with the JOist Airborne Division and made no
mention of leaving.
Lt. Col. Dave LaPan said
that the Pentagon had asked
that Rivera be removed He
said the network had agreed.

FORT WORTH, Texas (AP)
Over the next two weeks,
American Airlines pilots must
decide whether 2,500 layoffs
and other concessions are too
high a price to stave off a bankmptcy filing.
As part of the agreement to
save the company $660 million
annually, pilots would take a
one-year pay cut of 23 percent
and a 17 percent pay cut for the
remainder of the six-year agreement, union leaders say.
But the agreement also
includes 1.5 percent annual pay
raises beginning in May 2004,
profit sharing of up to 15 percent annually and stock options.
Pilots wiU retain medical disability but will see some healthcare benefit changes.

AMMAN, Jordan (AP)
An influential Muslim
group urged the government to boot U.S. forces
out of Jordan, saying their
presence in the kingdom
was a "great sin" to Islam.
The Islamk Action
Front, Jordan's most powerful opposition group,
issued its religious edict,
or fatwa, Wednesday, saying cooperating with
"hostile" American forces
"is banned in the religion
of Cod."
Prime Minister Ali
Abul·Ragheb has said his
government allowed only
several hundred U.S.
troops into Jordan to set
up anti-missile batteries to
guard against possible
rocket exchanges between
Iraq and Israel.

Coal-mine legislation collapses
during the General Assembly
FRANKFORT (AP) - The coal industry's
disapproval o f legislation that would have
updated Kentucky's 30-year-old electrical
guidelines in coal mines led to its collapse in
the General Assembly's latest scs~ion .
Federal regulations ha\·e failed to cut accidents in Kentucky, as the state leads the
nation in electrical accidents in mines.
The bill - crafted after extensive negotiations involving the industry, union officials
and state mining regulators - passed the
House 96-0 and unanimously cleared a Senate
committee.

Employers owe $62 million in state
unemployment-insurance debts
FRANKFORT (AP) - Employers with outstanding unemployment insurance debts to the
state owe more than $62 million combined,
according to a state auditor's report Tue:;day.
That amount includes more than $6 million
. that the state's Division of Unemployment
Jrt..;urance has failed to coUect in employer fmes
- money the state could use to pay bills, state
Auditor Edward Hatchett said. Some of those
debts date back to the 1930s and may not be collectible anymore, the report said.
Currently, the deparhnent does not have full·
time collectors to recoup the money, according
to the report.

Denver strikers reach
tentative agreement
DENVER (AP) -A transit
s lrike was averted Wednesday
when
negotiators
reached a tentative agreement on a contract for 1,900
drivers, light-rail operators
and mechanics, a union
spokesman said.
The agreement, which still
must be ratified by union
members, was reached
about four hours after the
midnight Tuesday strike
deadline, said Dave Min·
shall, spokesm:1n for Local
1001 of the Amalgamated
Transit Union.
A union vote likely will be
held within 10 days, Minshall said. The agreement
also must be approved by
the board of the Regional
Transportation District.

Study reveals dangers
in secondhand smoke
HELENA, Mont. (AP) - Dr.
Robert Shepard, a longtime proponent of a citywide indoor
smoking ban, was skeptical
when a colleague suggested
research showed heart attacks
had dropped sharply during
the first two months the law
was in effect.
Now, about eight months
after Dr. Richard Sargent first
noticed the trend, both doctors
are saying their data shows
heart attacks in Helena fell by
more than half last summer
after voters passed the ban.
The doctors suggests cleaning
up the air in bars and restaurants quickly improves health
for everyone.
On Tuesday, Sargent presented the pair's study on the Helen.'\ law at the annual meeting of
the American College of Cardiology in Oticago. It's consid·
ered the first study to examine
what happens to public health
w hen people stop smoking
and breathing secondhand
smoke in public places.

Anti-immigrant party
runs largest ticket ever
lONDON (AP) - The
anti-immigrant
British
National Party is running
more than 200 candidates
in local elections throughout Britain in May, its
largest total ever, the
party said Wednesday.
By the close of nominations Tuesday, the far
right-wing party had
declared it would contest
219 of the 5,889 local
council seats up for election on May 1.
Last year, the BNP contested 68 out of 6,000
available seats, winning
three in Burnley in northwest England.
The win heightened
fears of a re-emergence of
the far right in Britain,
a lready intensified by race
rioting in the n orthwest·
ern town of Oldham two
years ago which saw three

days of street-fighting
between white and Asian
youths.

Islamic militants
injure 16 in Kashmir
SRINAGAR, India (AP)
Suspected Islamic militants hurled a grenade at
police in Indian-controlled
Kashmir
on
Wednesday, weunding at
least 16 people, police
said.
The explosion occurred
near the main market in
Shopiyan, a town about 55
kilometers (40 miles)
south of Srinagar, summer
capital of India's JammuKashmir state, a police
officer said on condition
of anonymity.
The wounded included
two police officers and 14
civilians, police said,
blaming the explosion on
separatist Islamic guerril·
las fighting for Kashmir's
independence or merger
with Pakistan's portion of
the Himalayan province.
No guerrilla group
claimed responsibility for
the attack.

Philippine president
declares "total war''
MANILA, Philippines
(AP) - A large bomb
rocked Davao city's busy
wharf area Wednesday
evening, killing at least 15
people and injuring 34, in
the latest attack to hit the
violence-prone southern
PhiHppines, officials said.
President Gloria Macapagal Arroyo ordered
"total war" on the perpetrators, but there was no
immediate
claim
of
responsibility. A Muslim
rebel group, accused of
carrying out a March 4
bombing at Davao's inter·
national airport that killed

21 people, condemned the
latest attack.
The bomb went off
around 7 p.m. {1100 GMT)
near a van, either parked
or still moving, close to
the wharf gate in the city's
Sasa district.
Lt. Col. Danilo Servando, the chief m iJi tary
spokesman, said top military leaders were convening in Manila, 960 kilometers (600 miles) to the
north, to discuss the
attack.

Franc~

hopes for fall
of Hussein regime
P AR1S (AP)- Despite its
outspoken opposition to
the U.S.-led war in Iraq,
France hopes that Saddam
Hussein's regime fa lls, a
government spokesman
said Wednesday.
France's
high-profile
position that Iraq should
have
been
disarmed
peacefully through the
United Nations is not
motivated by pacifism or
anti-Americanism,
spokesman Jean·Francois
Cope said.
"Naturally, we hope for
the end of Saddam Hussein's regime," Cope told
reporters.
The comments were the
latest in a string of official
statements re£Jecting an
effort to make sure
Prance's opposition to the
war is not interpreted as
support for the Iraqi dictator.
On Tuesday, both the
prime minister and the
foreign minister told lawmakers that France is on
the side of U.S.-Jed forces,
despite its strong reservations about the legality of
military action.

World Briefly is compiled by
Adam L. Mathis, wire editor.

April 9th at 9 p.m. on the
steps of Winslow.
Sign up in SGA Office
by·April 8th.

~------------------~1
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IFC members vote to restructure ·council
by Seth Combs
assil'tant news cJitor
Interfraternity Council members
voted unanimously Tuesday in
favor of a proposal to restructure
the Ire.
The proposal, in preparation
since before Spring Break, was
unvei led to !PC members March
27 by IFC President Jon Wright.
"I want IFC to be a little bit more
effective as far as executing policy." Wright said. "I also want (it)
to have Jess of an adversarial rela-

tion~hip

with the chttpters."
Under the new structure, fraternity prcsiJ~nts -:erve as senior
members. and junior membet·s are
chosen from qualified candidates
within the fraternity syStem. Senior
members vote on e'¥ery issue that
comes before IFC. Junior members
lead and compose committees with
powers similar to the old Executive
Council.
" (This proposal) effecti vely
eliminates the Executive Co uncil,"
Wright said. " I've distributed those
powers among the chnirmen."

Fonner IFC Secretnry Shannon
Reburn sumrneJ up the structure
change at the March 27 proposal
meeting.
"The presitlents are like a roundtable discussion group: they vote."
Reburn said. "Junior members
serve in the capncity of what is
now the officers, the Executive
Council.''
Wright said the new structure
gives indiviJunl chapters more of
an opportunity to hold leadership
positions in the IFC.
"The chapters will have more of

nn oppmtunity to be involved in
decision-making," Wright said. "II
will dissolve some uf those voting
alliances. Presidents are more progressive: they don't ~eat with that
kind of stuff."
The major change:; were voted
primarily into articles IV and V of
the council's constit ution after
Tuesday's meeting, with minor
word changes throughout the rest
of the document.
The office of IFC president was
changed to chairman, a senior
member chosen by the fraternity

presidents. A new chairman will be
elected each semester instead of
the president's current one-year
term.
"There will be a new chairman
of IFC each semester," Wright
said. "You keep someone in for an
entire year, and there is a lot of
burnout. This will give chapters
more opportunities to ho ld the
(chairman) position.''
Pi Kappa Alpha President ,Shawn
Miller said the changes are progressive for the Greek organizations. but there is always uncer-

tainty.
" It's just another step in making
IFC a more productive group: the
responsibility of IFC will be right
there with the responsibilities of
the presidents." Miller said.
"Everyone has their questions,
though. Some people aren't sure
how it will work, but nobody is
opposed to the c hange. You can't
improve without change.''
The c hanges went into effect
immediately upon passage. Wright
will serve as interim chairman for
the new counciL

SGA to conduct officer elections on Internet
by Me lissa Kilcoyne
staff writer
Walking to voting booths and casting a
ballot is a thing of the past for Student
Government Association (SGA) officer
elections.
Elections will he conducted online for
the first time this year; ballots cnn be
accessed through the University main frame beginning 9 a.m. April 15 and end ing 9 a.m. April 16.
A PIN number mus\ be entered to vote

nnd will prevent students from voting
repe:lledly, Jennie Morgan, coordinator of
student nctivities, said.
"I think that it will give more students
accessibility because of nil the computers
across campus," Morgan said . "We're taking the voting to them."
Drew 'l'hompson. Judicial Bo:udfEiection Wuys and Means Committee chair,
said the new system wns positive but
would require candidutes to wmk harder
on notifying students of the issues.
Presidential candidates for 2003 are Ful-

ton Hart, junior from Murray, Josh Rose,
seninr from Kinmundy, Ill., and Abdulla
EI-Bannan , senior from Egypt. Vice-presidential cundidates are Nick Garvin. junior
from Murray, and Nick Rexing, sophomore from Evansville, Jnd.
Jessica Reed, junior from Gilbertsville,
is the secretarial candidate, and Brett Keohan. senior from Paducah, is the treasurer
candidate.
Thompson said voting will be monitored
by himself, the SGA president and adviser.
"It's much more positive because it will

ate based on performance in this election .
"We plan on (continuing the online voting),'' Morgan said. "We used it for Homec oming king a nd queen elections last
October, and we were very pleased with
it."
Jace Rabe, SGA president, said the new
system is a drastic improvement.
"It's going to increase student voter
turnout and allow better representation in
our student senate," he said.
Morgan said she encourages all students
to research candidates before voting.

make the election much more democratic
because anyone who can access a computer can vote." he said.
•
Morgan said she is unsure of how voter
turnout will affect online voting but fears
some students will not be aware of the candidates' opinions.
"One of the negatives I would see would
be that if you make the effort to go out and
vote. ~ometimes you· re more informed o n
the candidates nod issues," Morgan said.
Morgan -;aid SGA currently is comfortable with the new system but will reevalu-

The Ultimate Bodyshaplng
Course (UBC) will glue you
euerything you need to get the
body you haue always wanted,
and you might euen get paid
for it. The UBC is a 18 week
course that combines fitness
lcickboHing, resistance training,
nutrition and fleHibility to get
you in the best shape of your
life. You will haue team
aches and instruc:tors to glue
you all the guidance, support
and motiuatlon you'll need to
achleue your fitness goals.
Best of all it's fun!
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this \veek
•friday
•Deadline - Tennis
rosters due, 4 p.m.,
Campus Recreation
office.
•Play - "The Importance
of
Being
Earnest," 7 p.m.•
Robert E Johnson
Theatre.
General
admission is $10: free
for MSU students.
•Cinema International - "Zentropa,"
7:30 p.m., Curris
Center Theater. Free
admission.

•saturday
•Play - "The Importance
of
Being
Earnest," 7 p.m .•
Robert E Johnson
Theatre.
General
admission is $10; free
for MSU students.
•Cinema International - "Zentropa."
7:30 p.m., Curris
Center Theater. Free
• admission.

•Bible Study - University Church of
Christ, 9 a.m.
•Bible Study - Chi
Alpha, 9:15 a.m.,
Elizabeth
College
back lobby. Rides to
the church of your
choice afterward.
•Play - "The Importance
of
Being
Earnest." 2:30 p.m.,
Robert E. Johnson
Theatre.
General
admission is $10; free
for MSU students.
•Student
Recital
Shao-Ying Hsu, 3:30
p.m.. Farrell Recital
Hall. Free admission.
•Student
Recital
Natalie Krupansky, 6
p.m., Farrell Recital
Hall. Free admission.
•Bible Study- Murray Christian Fellowship house, 7 p.m.

college life editor: Kyser Lough
assfitant college life editor: Michael Driver
phone: 762-4480
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Actors reinvent Wilde's classic
"When social rules do more
''It's like he holds up a mirharm than good, then it's time ror, but in a sense, it is a circus
to question the rules them- mirror," Valentine said. "He
rrulkes us laugh, but then he
Chrishell Stause, senior from selves."
Valentine said he has always makes us think, 'Perhaps I
Draffenville, said she is used to
playing evil, mischievous or been interested 10 doing the play ought to change my ways.···
because it is clever, smart and
Jadii Mohme, stage manager
rebellious characters.
In Oscar Wilde's '1'he funny, but he has never seen it and junior from Trenton, Ill.,
Importance of Being Earnest," performed the way he would said she thinks the play's message is that there is more to a
however. Stause said she plays like.
"(We're changing it) in a person than just a name.
Cecily. an innocent. naive and
sense," Valentine said. "It's a
flighty character.
"It's trying to see pa~t that
''This character has been comedy of manners, but the person to see the real person,"
harder (to play)," Stause said. actors in this ca~;t have chosen Mohmesaid.
Mohme said the cast has
'1"here's a scene where me and to interpret it a little more
the other girl, Gwendolen. get in broadly. It makes it easier for rehearsed since the end of Janua fight because we think we're the audience to enjoy the play." ary.
Adrienne Haley, literary
"We've been spending pretty
both involved with the same
man, so it gets a bit catty. But I supervisor for the play, said the much Monday through Friday
actors are trying as much as on it, and we've had the occawant to gel up in her face."
Playing a woman in the Vic- possible to portray what the sional weekend practice.''
torian era is challenging. Stause ~ript is saying without being Mohmesaid.
too much like a vaudeville,
said.
Haley said she is contident
'The girls are very talked- "Monty Python'' or "Saturday ''The Importance of Being
down-to in this play," Stause Night Live'' style of play.
Earnest" will bring a good
"We're trying to make it crowd.
said. ''I hate (those parts). I'm
funny and (make) the actions
like, 'Uh, whatever."'
"This is one of the most
Stause said attitudes were dif- portray what the script is saying famous comedies that v.as ever
ferent in the Victorian era and without overdoing it," Haley written as far ao; stage productions are concerned," Haley
that the female characters actu- said.
Valentine said the cast has said.
ally accepted the way they were
worked very hard to acquire a
Stause said she recommends
treated.
"It's supposed to be sarcas- British accent and to stay within everyone attend the show
tic," Stause said. "My personal the acting style that makes the because it presents a whole different period.
view is that it's just very satiri- play humorou~.
"Even though we've loos"It'll suspend their beliefs
cal, and it's making fun of that
whole era because of the wom- ened it up. if you go beyond the and let them get wrapped up in
en's appearances. what men got top. it makes it silly," Valentine a whole different world," Stau~
upset about and the whole soci- said. "People are saying really said.
absurd things in a very reasonValentine said he thinks the
ety."
Bob Valentine, the play's able way. It is ("Monty show will have a good turnout.
''The play is a very nice
director and senior lecwrer in Python"-like humor). They
mass commincations, said approach absurd situations and show. and one does not get the
Wilde was critici1jng conven· treat them as though they are opportunity to see it very
everyday situations."
often," Valentine said. ''The
tional society through the play.
Unlike "Monty Python," English department is helping
"Sometimes the conventions
of society are too strict, and however, Valentine said Wilde us promote. We already have
when they are too strict. they tries to show the audience how people coming from Paducah
and Paris (fenn.)."
become silly." Valentine said. silly real things are.

by Alicia Ray
staff writer

"The Importance of Being
Earnest" is currently in performance and will run tonight and
Saturday at 7 p.m. and Sunday
at 2:30 p.m. in Roben E. Johnson Theatre. Tickets are free for
Murray State students with a
valid Racercard, $10 for adults
and $7 for faculty, staff and
senior citi1.ens.

(Right) Chrisbell Stause,
senior from Draffenville,
plays Cecily Cardew in
"The Importance of
Being Earnest." (Below)
Jacob York, junior from
Benton, and Helene Diamond,
senior
from
Phoenix, Ariz., rehearse a
scene in preperation for
the play, which runs this
weekend.

KEELHAUL~----~

M"'' CONSCieNCE ALSO

COUJ..O "'OU P~AS~
HIT FLOOR THREEI

'5'
L:!J

MADE /ttAE WIRI! THI!
BUTTONS IN CASt!
"''OU TRIED THAT.

TWO FLOORS
M SORR"''. "'OU ARI!
INCONVI!NII!NCING ~.
M.., CONSCieNCE WIU.
NOT ~ ~ AID "'OU.

•monday
~~~~~~~~w~v~v~-~~~Rm~~~~~~~D~MM~D~COM~~~--------~J~U~S~TIN YOUNG AND DAVID ROTHWELL
I DIDN'T REALIZE YOU WERE
WHERE T O ? ; - - - - - - ME TOO. HE OWES ME TEN
AGAINST THE WAR, RICk.
ONE OF THOSE PLACES
SUCkS.
WHERE
EVERYONE
DRESSES
DUDE, TOTALLY. ONE
AND TALKS FUNNY. NEW
OF MY FRAT BROTHERS
JERSEY I THINK.
SHIPPED OUT

•RCA - Residential
College Association
meeting, 5 p.m., Curris Center Barkley
Room. All are welcome.
•Iota Week
Spades tournament,
6 p.m., Curris Center
game room. $2 entry
fee per team.

I

YESTERDAY.

•tuesday
•CAB - Campus
Activities
Board
meeting, 4:30 p.m..
Curris Center Tennessee Room. All are
welcome.
•Recital - Laurie
Glencross and Susan
Schroeder
Cobb,
flute and piano, 8
p.m., Farrell Recital
Hall. Free admission.

5
10
14

15

•wednesday
•SGA- Student Government Association
Senate meeting, 5
p.m.. Curris Center
Barkley Room. All
are welcome.
•Concert- Jazz band
I, 8 p.m., Lovett
Auditorium.
Free
admission.

•thursday
•Iota Week - Legendary Rippaz, 5
p.m.• Eli7abeth Residential College. $1
entry fee.
•Concert - Percussion ensemble, 8 p.m.
Performing Arts Hall.
Free admission.

16
17
18
20
22
23

24

26
29

34
35
38

39
42
43
44
45

47
49

ACROSS

50

Close with a
bang
Surpasses
Forenoon
Enlarge one's
staff
AOL rival
Hautboy
Leave out
Sweet rings
Whenever
requested
Small cove
Rowboat
equipment
Unit of
resistance
Cheerful
Ladles
Tavern selection
Character in
"The Taming of
the Shrew"
Race in 'The
Time Machine..
Sweet rings
"Painting"
painter
Fenilized
egg
Letters after MS
or PC
African spear
tree!-Cartoonist Tex
Final, shortly

52

56

60
63
64

65

66
67
68

69

Challenge
Word with train
or boat
1996 Robin
Williams movie
Sweet rings
Dog or fox
chaser?
Turkish
titles
Australian wild
dog
Gymnast
Korbut
Move quickly
Swallowed
Plant anchor

DOWN
I
2

3
4

5
6
7

8
9
10
II
12

I3
I9
21

24

Bug off!
Describe
Like the Gobi
Luminous trail
in the sky
To the most
evident degree
Merits
Wearing loafers
Also
Heavy imbiber
Natural satellite
Ancient coin
Heavy cord
Cozy abcxle
Prom transport
Perhaps
Happen

25

26
27

"Stardust"
composer
Carmichael
Molten rock
Island near the
Statue of
Liberty

28
29

30
31

32
33

36
37

Raises
Uppity ones
Writer's tool
Slip away from
Copter blade
Spacek of the
screen
Standard of
perfection
Own up to

40
41

46
48
50
51
52

53
54

55
56
57

58
59
61
62

Ms. Caldwell
Secret cache
Gals' partners
1999 Cook book
Mournful song
Firebug's crime
Delighted
Latvian capital
At a distance
Sleeveless
garment
Bowed
Woody's .son
Type of dancer
French state
Fruit drink
By way of

Last week's solution

The Weekly Crossword

Edited bv wavno Robert Williams

TMSPuzzle&O IIOI.com
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this V\reek:
•mu sic
1. 50 Cent - "Get Rich or Die
Tryin'"
2. Norah Jones- "Come
Away With Me"
3. R. Kelley - "Chocolate Factory"
4. Soundtrack - "Chicago"
5. Evanesence- "Fallen"
Source: Associated Press

•movies
1. Head of State
Starring Chris Rock
2. Bringing Down the House
Starring Steve Martin
3. The Core
· Starring Hillary Swank
4. Basic
Starring Samuel L. Jackson
5. Chicago
Starring Renee Zellweger
Source: Associated Press

l .Robert C. Atkins - "Dr.
Atkins· New Diet Revolution"
2. Stephen King - "Dreamcatcher"
3. Iris Johansen - ''Body of
Lies"
4. Dan Brown - ''The Da
Vinci Code"
5. John Grisham- 'The
King of Torts"
Source: Associated Press

•web site
www.blurty.com
Get involved in the Web-journal
craze by signing up for a free
online journal. After a few simple
sign-up steps, users can update
fueir journal whenever they want
and let the world know just how
good or bad a day it reaJly bas
been.
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Folk music fills recital hall
by Mich ael Driver
assistant college life editor
Farrell Music Hall may
have been less than half full
for Carrie Newcomer's per·
fom1ance March 27, but it
could barely contain her
voice as she belted out a set
of songs, mostly from her
new album, "The Gathering
of Spirits.''
Newcomer performed on
a small stage with nothing
but speakers, two guitars
and a microphone. After
taking stage, Newcomer
went straight into a song
and was greeted with warm
applause.
However, the night was
not all business, as Newcomer would often pause
between songs to tell anecdotes about fishing with her
father, the bowling allies
she played, folk music not
being offered at middle-

school career fairs or com·
ing home to her significant
other.
"(When you come home
from touring) you hope to
hear, 'I love you (or) l
missed you (or) take your
clothes off,"' Newcomer
said with a smile, adding
that her mate had said he
had forgotten how short she
was.
After finishing her performance and leaving the
stage, Newcomer received a
standing ovation and
returned to play an encore.
Jane Etheridge, who
worked with one of New·
comer's representatives to
bring the performer to Murray, said she had hoped
more people would turn
out for the show but was
pleased with the performance.

"I thought the concert
was incredible," Etheridge

John Robison/The News

Folk singer/guitarist Carrie Newcomer pauses during her concert in Farrell Recital Hall on March 27.
said. "lliked the music, and
T think in live performance
she's even better than just
listening to her CO."
The idea of bringing
Newcomer to Murray was
pitched to the Student Government Association, Pan-

hellenk Cow1cil and other
organizations in order to
help pay the costs,
Etheridge said.
"l contacted SGA, and
they said that they simply
did not have any money to
bring in another concert this

spring after Jars of Clay/'
Etheridge said.
Finally, Etheridge decided the concert would go on
in hopes that ticket sales
would cover the cost of the
event, which was hosted by
the Women's Center in conjunction with the Multicultural, Class ·and Gender
Studies Conference, which
is coordinated by Staci
Stone, assistant professor of
English.
The conference members
decided Newcomer's music
fit with this year's theme of
"Translating Values Into
Action," since the message
is found in many of the
songs, and Newcomer also
donates part of her profits
from each concert to charity, Stone said.
"(Newcomer's) performance was phenomenal,
and those who attended
really enjoyed the show/'

Stone said. "I've had anumber of people thank me for •
introducing them to a new
musician."
After Newcomer's performance, a line formed at a , I
table selling Newcomer's
CDs, and several members.
of the crowd also said they .
were impressed with the
singer.
"I thought she was awesome," Pat Schwartzkopf,
senior from Alton, Ill., said
after the concert, noting that
NewcQmer sang with passion.
While the concert did not
make enough in ticket sales
to cover the expenses,
Etheridge said Newcomer
seemed to enjoy herself and
is interested in returning td •
Murray.
"Carrie was wonderful to
work with," Etheridge said.
"She's a very peaceful, very •
calm sort of individual."

New Linkin Park album not meteoric
by Michael Driver
assistant colle g<:! lift: t:dltor
Linkin Park ripped onto the nu-metal scene
in 2000 With "Hybrid Theory," a blistering
mix of rap and rock laced with emotion that
dominated radio waves across the nation.
Now, Linkin Park is trying to do it all again
with ''Meteora."
"Somewhere I Belong." the first single
from the album. has already climbed the
charts, and it appears that the commercial
success of "Meteora" is all but assured. However, many listeners will find nothing new
here, especially if they were not fond of
Linkin Park's platinum debut.
The formula on "Meteora" is unchanged:
Mike Shinoda raps an angry verse over
generic and heavily distorted metal riffs,
leading· to Chester Bennington's screaming
choruses. Most listeners will either love lhe
music for its easy digestibility and infectious,
catchy qualities or hate it for not adding any~
thing new to a genre that has long since
passed its glory days.
The album runs at a merciful 37 minutes in
12 rracks. After "Foreward" wastes 13 sec-

onds with what sounds like hammering. the
album kicks off with "Don't Stay,'' a breakup
anthem about betrayal. Like most of the
songs, the track sound~ uninspired. Almost
every cut involves some sort of betrayal,
lying or hatred, and by the time the album
fmishes, the group's rhetoric wears thin.
Most of the album is easy to listen to, if not
original. Shinoda's rhymes bounce along in
an almost Eminem-like way, sans wit or selfawareness, while Bennington sounds sufficiently angry about most everything.
Songs such as "Hit the Floor'' prevent the
album from being a complete waste. Shinoda
shows he can discard the flow used in most
ofLinkin Park's other songs. and Bennington
actually sounds honestly angry rather than
stage-angry. However, the lyrics remain
shallow as "Hit the Floor" is, not surprisingly. about lying.
Other bright moments include the mellow
change of pace on ''Easier to Run," and
Joseph Hanh's sampling is always dead-on.
Hanh, who gained additional recognition as a
member of the X-ecutioners, makes
"Nobody's Listening" more than mediocre
with a tribal whistle rhat plays through the

song. Other Hanh contributions include a
violin that keeps "Faint" from being another
generic rocker (at least until the chorus) and
a notable synth-piano section on "Breaking
the Habit:'
Rob Bourdon· s drumming also is inspired
but usually drowned out in the mix by guitars, a pity since Bourdon 's intense skinbeating is what makes Linkin Park sound
ferocious.
While everything on "Meteora·· is familiar,
it would be nice to see some maturity in the
music or lyrics. Most of the songs read like
high-school poetry, and the guitar parts are
more closely related to weak punk music wherein every song is driven by four power
chords - than echoing the complexities that
made old metal compelling.
Even when Linkin Park tries to be original,
it seems to just go buckward. In ''Figure.09,"
Lmkin Park changes its style slightly, only to
sound Like a parrot of Limp Bizkit's "Three
Dollar BilJtY'all."
Those Who enjoyei:f "Hybrid Theory" are
bound to enjoy the similarities "'Meteora"
shares with the debut album. Everything that
made the first album great in 2000 is still

intact, but Linkin Park's style seems old and
stale now, especially when held up against
the current eclectic music scene, a completely different picture than the guitarless popular music "Hybrid Theory" competed against
in 2000. Still, most of the songs are catchy
and have a fun mindlessness about them.
Grade: C-

J!l

Murray Place

Cable,
electricity, sewer, water,
pest control &garbage.
udas~

April lOth
1700 Lowe's Drive
(270)759·3003

Sorority events start at 2 p.m.
Fraternity events start at 3 p.m.
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GO to the Cella promotes college participation
by jessica Higdon

head of
the college
In this eight-week
series, we take an upclose look at each of
the eight residential
college heads and how
they affect the lives of
students living in the
residence halls.

Week 4: ,
Hester College

staff writer
from advising student~ to painting rocks,
• Ronald Cella has proven he has what it takes
to be an efl\!ctive leader at Hester College.
Cella. an English and philosophy professor,
has been a faculty member at Murray State
since 1968. A native Kentuckian, Cella grew
up in Carrolton and obtained degrees fmm
both Transylvania University and the University of Kentucky before settling in Murray.
During his years at Murray State. Cellu has
held several ditferent positions within his
depanmem and began working as faculty
head of He~ter in 1996 when the residentialcollege program tirst began.
Cella sajd he. takes his job U), college head
very ~riously and that he has learned much
from srudenh about what it takes to be a successful adviser.
"1 think a college head is probably the luckiest person on campus," he said. "As a college
head. 1 get to work with student.;; I get to see
them grow and develop. and I get to watch
them succeed."
Lauren Noel, junior from Cadiz. and Hester
resident adviser, said Cella is an a~ to the
Hester community.
'The RAs meet with him about once a
week in the Residential College Council
meetings," Noel said. "He is very involved

with everything going on. He tries to come to
all our pro~'Tams, and he is overall very concerned with the success of Hester. He wants us
to be the best at everything we do."
Cella said he is impressed with how well
students work together to get things done.
"In the beginning, I worked much more
closely with the council.'' Cella said. "But
now, we have such an effectively operating
council. my role has lessened just a bil I find
sometimes that they don't always need my
help. and I like to sit back and enjoy the outcome.''
Cella also said he takes pride in student success not only in the classroom, but outside it
as well.
''rhc residents of Hester have a tendency to
do things well," he said. "I think that may be
my favorite thing about this job, seeing the
studems' success and taking pleasure in the
secondhand opportunity to experience that
with them."
Hester Rocks, one of Cella's favorite programs, is an activity in which students paint
rocks to use as doorstops. With several rocks
painted as hedgehogs on his desk, it is evident
Cella takes great pride in participating.
"Hester Rocks is a really fun activity that
we do to try to get students to participate,"
Cella said. "It has become sort of a motto
around here. We recently bought a giant rock
to put outside. We are going to try to start a

tradition that all of our graduating seniors will
sign it before they leave."
While Cella brags' on Hester residents'
great participation, one student said it is Cella's participation that makes a big difference.
"(Cella) is very supportive," said Dana
Heerdink. junior from Evansville, Ind., and
Hester RA. "He is always here for the programs we have and is willing to help us with
anything we need."
. . . ..,
Cella .said he has had to adapc to many
changes in the residential-college system
since its inception.
"We started the residential-college program
with ambitious plans, but the reality soon set
in," he said. "It is difticult to reach everybody
within the college, but we are doing the best
we can.''
Cella said his advice to future college heads
is to be flexible and open-minded.
"The authority that comes from being the
person in the head of the classroom is not here
anymore," Cella said. "You have to realize
that students be~ are volunteers, and that
takes on a totally different kind of relationship. Before I took this position, I wa.o; the person with the' grade book, and that ultimately
affected the relationship I had with students,
Here, there is no grade book. I want them to
Dawn Dellinger/Guest
succeed, but it is up to them to do so. I have
to earn that influence by convincing them Ron C ella has ser ved as faculty head
of Hester College for seven years.
that I am on their side."

... .....
~

~,.

Fifteen to compete in Miss MSU pageant
by Kristen Watson
staff writer
Fifteen Murray State students will take to the
stage at 7:30p.m. Satwday in Lovett Auditorium to compete for the crown of Miss MSU.
Christina Clark, junior from Owensboro, has
worked behind the scenes for months preparing contestants for the annual Miss MSU
Pageant

" I hoped to create a fun and exciting experience for the ladies involved in this pageant,"
Clark said. "Working with the girls in the
pageant has been the best part of this job.
· Everything I do is for them, and I truly enjoy
it.''
Clark interviewed for Miss MSU Pageant
executive director in May 2002 in front of the
Campus Activities Board (CAO).
".1 have bt.-en involved with Mi:;s Daviess
County and Miss Mcl..ean County Pageants
back home for several years," Clark said. "I felt
that this would be an interesting and exciting
position to take on for MSU."

Clark has had extensive duties, including
creating a theme for the pageant.. organizing
preliminary interviews for 40 women and
arranging meetings with the 15 finalists.
"Finding time to complete all the little oddsand-ends jobs ha.c; been the most difficult part
of this experience," Clark said. "But (SGA
adviser) Jeanie Morgan has been excellent
about keeping me on top of things and helping
me out. Jeanie does so much for the students on
this campus, and I truly appreciate her after this
experience."
Morgan, who serves as a resource contact
for the pageant. said .she has worked with Miss
MSU Pageants since 1984.
''Each year is filled with memories, getting
to know the contestant-;, the chair nnd all the
studenL'I that work the pageant." Morgan said.
"Each year's pageant is different. It takes on
the pec:;onality of the Miss MSU Chair.
Through the yeatS, our Miss MSU Scbolarship
Pageant has been exceptional.!"
Fonner winners of the pageant agreed.
"I had never been in any kind of pageant

before, so this was a very good learning experience for me," Hillary Spain, junior from Hopkinsville and current Miss MSU, said. "l
believe the best part of my experience was
meeting all the different people. I had the
opportunity to attend many different events
where I was able to interact with the faculty
and staff of Murray State."
Spain said she urges any young woman to
participate in the pageant if given the chance.
"It is an opportunity to have fun, learn a little about yourself and earn a scholarship to an
outstanding university," Lindsay Chamberlain,
graduate student from Murray and Miss MSU
2001, said. ''I just felt so lucky and honored to
be given the title of Miss MSU. It is a memory
I will treasure for life."
Clark said she is grateful for assistance from
Jordan Eakin, junior from Hardinsburg and
publicity chair of CAB, who has served as
advertising coordinator for the pageant
"1 realized this would be a rare opportunity
to network with coordinators and printing services that previously 1had never worked with,"

Eakin said. "Working closely with Christina,
Jeanie (Morgan) and Brandon (Powell} has
been the most memorable experience. These
are fantastic individuals, and the pageant will
be a success because of them."
Clark spoke highly of the contestants, who
we~ nominated by organizations on campus,
then interviewed in front of a panel of judges
composed of faculty and staff. Spain also
served on the panel.
"Several of the ladies have never been in a
pageant before, and I enjoy helping the girls
and watching them grow as they learn the little
things you have to know to be in a pageant,"
Clark said. "When I took on this position, I
hoped to have a successfuJ pageant for MSU
that everyone could enjoy and that CAB could
be proud of. This is a fun and entertaining
event in which 15 of the most eloquent ladies
on this campus will represent MSU. Attending
this pageant iun el~Cellenr way ro support rhe
Campus Activities Board and MSUY
The pageant will begin with a dance number;
afterward, the contestants will introduce them-

selves and compete in an evening-wear segment. Only the top five contestants will compete in the on-stage interview. which will end
with the crowning of this year's Miss MSU.
Contestanlo; competing tomorrow are:
Melissa Bates - sophomore from
Owensboro
Camilla Buckingham - senior from
O'Fallon, Ill.
Amanda Carter - sophomore from Murray
Jessica Crockett - sophomore from
Somerset
•
Toni Duncan - sophomore from Auburn
Katie Dunman- senior from Louisville
Ellen Grommet - junior from Chester, Ill.
DeAnn Ital - junior from Harrisburg, lll. ·'
Maria Meadows- junior from Calvert City
Jenny Moss- junior from Dyer, Tenn.
Laura Nixon- senior from Murray
Jennifer Payne -junior from Clinton
Jessica Reed - jqniorfrom Gilbertsville
1
Ashley Smith - senior from McDaniels
Karen Stolt - senior from Franklin

.

...

Light the Way to a Cure!
~

Relay for Life
Luminaria Ceremony
Fri., May 2, 2003 9 p.m.
MSU's Roy Stewart Stadium

Relay for Life
Luminaria Order Form

·~ ~
RELAY
FOR LIFE

•

-

$5.00 Miaim11111 Donation Requested Per Lumiaaria
Light a luminaria in MEMORY of a loved one or friend who has lost his or her battle with
cancer or to HONOR a loved ooe or friend who is a survivor. MemoriaJ luminarias are a
symbol of HOPE for future caDCCr patients. Survivors' luminarias are a symbol.of HOPE for
their today and many tomorrows. Each luminaria will be personalized with the name of the
penon beins remembered or honored. The luminarias will line the track and be lit for the
Luminaria Ceremony at 9 p.m. on May 2nd. Join us for this special event!

0 In Honor of. or 0 In Memory of

Please use one form per person.

Name--------------------------------------------------------YoorName______________________________________________________

General
MSU
Children

A~-----------------------------------------------CityiStlltJZip,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ DayrimePhone _ _ _ __
Donation Enclosed S
0 Cash

Total Number ofLuminaria Bags for this person _
0 Chedc made payable to American Cancer Society

0 No acknowledgment necessuy or
0 Send acknowledgment card to
Name .....--------------------------------------------------

A~s----------------------------------------------
City/State/Zip ---------------------------------------Please mail Lwninaria Order Form and donation to

Relay for Life, P. 0 . Box 1422, Murray, KY 42071
or return to any branch of either of the banks below.
For more information, contact Kathy Hodge (270) 436-2424.
CaJI 270-753-6904 to rqisrer for the Cancer Survivor Victory
Lap and be at the stadium between .Sand 6:45 p.m. to pick up t-shins
and Relay materials. The Relay begins at 1 p.m.

Luminarias Sponsored By:

BB&f

~Bank

.

college life
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After ~ intense .500-meter race
against White College in the Residential CQUege Regatta. the eight membetli of the Hester College breathed a
simuftaneous sigh of relief.
Aftet stealing the lead in the begin-

out.
agreed
was more physicaJly
she had anticipated.
"Rowing was a lot harder on your
legs than I ever thought it would be,"
Southerland said. "I expected it to be
hard on your arms, but nothing like it
wac; on your legs."
Candace Wallace, sophomore from
Calven City and crew member,
rowed for Springer/Franklin and said
people have many misconceptions
about rowing.
"I think most people think that
rowing is all anns." Wallace said.
Wallace said the residential-college members did well for their
time in a crew race.
~~~-....,om

to attenCI
rowing practice with the crew this
week in hopes of competing in the
Racer Regatta this weekend at Kentucky Lake.
• ""
"It'~ a good workout, and I know a
lot of people on there, and I like
them," McCormick snid. "Plus. 1
don't really do anything productive.
so I'd like to try something (like
crew)."
Hengehold said crew hopes to continue the Residential College Regatta
in years to come.
"I think it '\\-ill definitely grow,"
Hengehold said. "I think the fall
semester would be better than the
:.11ring because the water's warmer
and (the ·crew) would have more
time."

photos by Karri Wurth!The News

Springer/Franklin College residents and crew members prepare to race againstJiart CoUege.

;,.~~,.~
,~
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Qolf ScrdmVte
WHEN:

Take a One Hour Vacation from
YOUr bUSY day!

April 26th, 8 a.m. Shotgun Start
(Arrive @ 7:30) !!!Cash Prizes!!!

.Photqyraj.JAeJ~

WHERE: Futures Golf Club, Puryear TN
(15 Miles South of Murray on 641 S.)

Treat yourself or a loved one to a break from the everyday stress. We offer
one hour and 30 minute massage sessions. We elso offer Herbal Body
Wraps and Gift Certificates are always available. Please call Sheile, Lesa,
Carla or Holly for your appointment.

~d~,

!kifc7011CA'I
WHY:

Hole in the Wall Gang Camps
(kids with chronic diseases enjoy
summer camp for free)

COST:

n

270-759-II..JI

I <'lh·,tnlli \(
_\ Iiiii .I\ t-.. 1 i _'I.-. I

I ;: II

.,.,.,••

767-0045

rrwfiere 'Everyone Veserves a
One Hour o/acation.
11

3785 Highway 641 S.
Paris, TN 38242
(731) 642-0291

$40 per person (4 people per team)

DEADLINE: Tum in money and roster by April 22

Past Lowe's on 121 North at Countr S uare • Murra

CONTACT: Brett Vandermerlen- 753-0945
Email: vandy_31 @hotmail.com
Josh Kelly - 762-2801
Email: joshpk4@ hotmail.com

has charLged

cuPwowA~~

why

En~nes

LOOKING FOR ASUMMER JOB?
Waat to stay Ia Mu•~ray?
Eajoy wo..klag with kids? .

Weekeads off!
Thea Caaap WOW Is fo., yoa!
Camp WOW It no'ft hiring G.tn.ra\ l.ounM\or&, Ar'h~l"f
~lt&t. food ~u VtHOnn.\, Gha\'-ngt l.oune/
~pM l.out'$6 cr,puia\i&t, ~ft• ln&trULtor. Voo\ Dlrutor
(W"5l). and £Mf/Health c.ar~ l.oordinator.

Some benefits you will receive as an
employee of Camp WOW are:
A £y.perlenu and 1Zuume qua\ifit.3tion
A Fru ~Z-oom and e.oard for the enti.-. r.ummer.
lnc.\udlng ~u~endr. Qaundl"i
fac.i\ltlu available)
A Fru urtlfl~tion' In Fir6t Aid. c.n.
and Ufeguardlng
A Develop \a&ting friend6hlpr.

DrlveabWty
& Electrical
Di&inostlcs
lOo/o Discount for MSU Students

and

with

m.

Rest assured we'll take excellent care of your
automotive maintenance. Our service technicians handle
every task with the utmost care and precision.

.

~

•

.

.~

~.P ~

Hope Harbor Church ...
SAME TRUTH

.
·
,
R
·
.
v
tt H S

For more iDformatioa caD 270-753-4382 or 7532319u.tl ask fo1 Colleea "DIDket" la•enon or
visit ou website at -.campwow.aet.

l1asrt 't

Brakes

DIFFERENT SERMONS

Using humor and insight, you come away from Hope Harbor
knowmg how to improve your home, your work, your life.
DIFFERENT MUSIC

Featuring a few less hymns. a little more guitar and some
21st century technology- all combined to worship an awesome God.

\

·=a

Hope Harbor applies the timeless Truth of the Gospel to the
reality of today.

DIFFERENT RELATIONSHIPS

•

I-IONEST SAFE RELIABLE
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICES

•Corner of Coldwater Rd. & Hwy 121 •

•

Hope Harbor is a great place to meet other singles, other
couples, other parents, and to form lasting relaflonships. Life
is easier when we can do It together.

... a different way to do church.
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Final Four .'Breds rout IU-Southeast 12-3
has surprises
after upsets
staff report

Dick Vitale is a liar.
1
Since early February, be has assured the Big Blue
Nation that Kentucky was a lock for the NCAA
Final Four. However, much to the glee of Golden
Eagle fans and a handful of Louisvi lle Cardinal supporters on my floor in Hester College. Kentucky fell
to Marquette in the Elite Eight.
Dickie V. should have known better than to toy
with the typically unbalanced emotions of Wildcat
fans by making such emphatic
predictions willy-ni lly . Arizona
S~lts
fans, I presume, feel the same
way. Just one week ago, a Final
Four pick that did not include
Lute Olson's "desert dynamos..
would have been blasphemous.
Nevertheless, the big dance is still
underway. and no Wildcats were
invited.
Texas and Syracuse square off
Saturday in the Big Easy to
decide who will move on to the
National Championship. Now is
certainly a good time to be a
Texas fan, as both men's and
women's teams have achieved
Final Four status. Texas women
Daniel
face the daunting task of trying to
Heath
dethrone the defending champs
while Longhorn m~n have placed
"Since early their confidence on 5-foot-6-inch
sophomore guard T.J. Ford's
February,
shoulders. Ford's explosive, penDickie V. bas etrating and play-making abilities
certainly be a focal point for
assured the will
the Syracuse defense to try and
Big Blue
control. After picking through the
Nation tha t zone, Ford will likely dish to his
shooters and render the Syracuse
Kentucky
defense ineffective.
Syracuse upset the No. 1-seeded
was a lock
Oklahoma Sooners to earn its
for the
Final Four berth. The Orangemen,
NCAA Final who credited their win to a tough
2-3 zone, dominated Oklahoma
Four. .Howev- last Sunday. That defense is the
er, much to cornerstone of their hopes for the
title. Another attribute for the
the glee of Orangemen
is freshman sensation
Golden Eagle Carmela Anthony, who racked up
points and 10 rebounds in the
fa ns and a 20
win over the Sooners.
handful of
On the other side of the bracket,
Kansas
is scheduled for a showLouisville
down wit h Marquette. In my
Cardinal sup- opinion, the Jayhawks had the
most difficult road to the Final
porters on
Four. After defeating Duke
my floor in (although during freshman guard
Hester Col- • J.J . Redick's worst shooting night
ever) and stunning the tournalege, Ken- ment-favorite Arizona Wildcats,
tucky fell to Kansas deserves its spot in the
semifinals. Tournament experiMarquette in ence
and leadership from senior
players such as Nick Collison and
the Elite
Kirk Hinrich are on the side of
Eight.
Kansas, not to mention the motivation to avenge last year's Final
Four loss to Maryland.
Conversely, Marquette is looking to upset its way
to national glory and relive the tri umph of the '77
season. Milwaukee's best have built up a great deal
of momentum by defeating Pittsburgh and then
romping Kentucky. Junior forward Dwayne Wade
and sophomore guard Travis Diener are the leaders
for the Golden Eagles. Wade managed a triple-double against Kentucky by cutting hard, driving to the
basket and drawing fouls. Kansas will have to be
careful not to fou l the driving Wade and lose one of
its valuable starters.
After careful analysis, I have helected my picks
for the remainder of the tournament. Sadly, my
record this year is considerably less than perfect,
leaving my bracket in a disastrous state. In hindsight. placing Mississippi State in the Final Four
was probably not such a great idea. Yet the Bulldogs
were playing so tough at the end of the regular season, I couldn't resist the gamble. As for the final two
teams, I think I will write Kansas in over the top of
a scratched-out Kentucky and stick with Texas as its
opponent in the Championship. Furthermore. I think
Texas will take the 2003 NCAA men's basketball
title. Unfortunately for the Longhorns and Jayhawks, my endorsement will be the kiss of death.

The M11rray State Thorough·
breds used a combination of
power hitting and outstanding
pitching to secure an easy victory
Tuesday over Indiana-Southeast.
12-3.
Twenty MSU players, includ·
ing all nonpitchers, saw action.
The 'Breds hit four home runs in
the game. and four MSU pitchers
combined for 16 strikeouts. hold·
ing the Grenadiers to three hits
and helping snap the ' Breds' sixgame losing streak.
MSU started the game off

strong. scoring in each of the first
five inning..;. Senior outfielder
Gamer Byars led off the home
half of the tirst, getting hit by a
pitch and then stealing second. He
scored the initial run of the game
when senior infielder Ronnie
Seets doubled to left off Indiana·
Southeast starter Rusty Smith.
Seets then moved to third on a
fielder's choice and later scored
on a Grenadier throwing error,
giving the 'Breds an early 2·0
lead. The 'Breds tacked on anoth·
er run in the second on sopho·
more third baseman AJex Stewart's second home run of the sea-

son, a shot to left on a 2-2 count
MSU got its fourth run uf the
contest in the third when junior
DH Matt Rcbout singled through
the left side with one away. After
advancing on a wild pitch.
Reboot ~ored on a two-out double . by senior catcher Charlie
Ward.
Indiana-Southeast did all of its
damage in the top half of the
fourth, loading the bases off of
starter Craig Ringwald on two
walks and a single. The
Grenadiers then scored on a wild
pitch, an error and a fielder's
choice, accounting for all of their

runs, only two of them earned,
against Ringwald.
Ringwald was pulled after the
fourth and relieved by junior
righty Kyle Perry. Perry struck
out the side, pitching a perfect
fifth and picking up the ~in for
the 'Breds. Freshmen right banders Jan Moore and Chandler
Shepherd combined for the
remaining four innings. :JIIo~ing
one hit along the way and striking
out seven, \1. hile issuing only one
free pass.
MSU got all three runs back in
their half of the fourth as Byars
hit a one-out double to left, fol-

lowed by a single by junior shortstop Dan McAJea,·ey. Senior first
baseman Brett McCutchan
sh1pped a homer to center, driving.
10 three runs.
Murray racked five runs in the:
fifth. highlighted by home run~
from freshman catcher Bo Baxter
and freshman right fielder J.D,
Merritt.
The Thoroughbreds return
home at noon Saturday for a double-header again't Eastern Kentucky, MSU's first Ohio Valley
Conference contests of the season. a nine-inning game followed
by a Sl!ven· inning contest.

Talk

Daniel /Ieath is a contributing writer for "The Murrav State News. "

OVC Baseball
Standings
10·8
10·10
11-12
11-l.t

9-12
8-12
8-14
7-15

The~

Title IX could have ripple effect
by Amanda Lee
assistant sports editor
Opportunities for athletes
could be changing drastically, and students at Murray
State and across the nation
may be affected.
President Bush formed
the Commission of Opportunity in Athletics in 2002,
and its 15 members were
given the mission to review
the long-controversial Title
IX in what many say will be
an act of regression.
Title lX is a portion of the
Education Amendments of
1972 that requires any educational institution receiving
federal funds to provide
equal opportunities to both
sexes. This has generally
been an issue in athletics,
but the act applie.<> to other
a~;pects of education as well.
At Murray State and
across the nation, Title IX
has meant an increase in the
number of female athl~tes.
Controversial, however, is
the vagueness surrounding
Title lX requirements and
the claim that men's sports
get cut in order to maintain
complianc!.
Staci Stone, director of
humanities, said although
she supports Title IX. a revision <.:ould be beneficial.
"Schools need to consider
the nexibility within the
guidelines for compliance,"
Stone said.
Jenny Hengehold, head
couch of the women's rowing team, said 1itle IX needs
to be reviewed lx!cause it
lacks clarity.
"I think it's a b'O<Xl thing
they're doing the revisions,"
Hengehold said. "I think it
needed to be made more

clear."

Athletics Director E.W.
Dennison has worked to
bring Racer athletics into
compUance since taking the
position in 1997. Dennison
added women's soccer and
rowing to the list of sports
available to Murray State
women. Men's crew and
soccer remain club sports.
Currently. the list of women's sports at Murray State
is longer than the men's by
one.
AMazette Fields, director
of Equal Opportunity, said
Murray State has done well
providing equal opportunities for men and women.
"As Murray State, we
should be proud of what
we've been able to achieve
in light of budget an<! other
areas," Fields said. "I'm
very pleased with what
we've done.
I don't think that our
adminh1ration took it as
something we had to do...
Hengehold said Title lX
was instrumental in creating
opportunities for a rowing
team at Murrdy State.
"With rowing. especially,
it's bringing in an opportunity that wasn't there
before," Hengehold said.
"Rowing separates Murray
State University from other
universities. 1 don·t know
how strong the program
would be without the support of Title IX ."
Murray State does, however, have trouble complying with the scholarship
llSpect of Title IX. which
requires that athletes receive
an amount of scholarship
funding in proportion to the
student-to-athlete
ratio,
according to a recent study
by "The Chronicle of High-

OVC Baseball
Schedule
Overall

SEMO
Tenm·ssc>e·Martin
Tennessee Tech
Austin Peay
Murray State
E.lstern Kentucky
Eastern Illinois
Morehead State

Karri Wurth/ Tlu~ News

Murray State juruor infielder Dan McAieavey makes contact with the ball during the Thoroughbreds' 12-3 victory over Indiana-Southeast on
day. McAJeavey went 2-for-3 in the game with two runs scored. MSU hosts Eastern Kentucky in its conference opener at noon Saturday.

April S
Austin Peay@ Tennessee-Martin (dh), noon
Ea:;tcrn Kentucky @Murray State (dh), noon
Eastern Illinois@ Murchead State (dh), 1 p.m.
Tennessee Tech@ SEMO (dh), 1 p .m.
April6
Austin Peay@ Tennessee-Martin, 1 p.m.
Eastern Illinois ,@Morehead State, l p.m.
Eastern Kentucky@ Murray State, 1 p.m.

er Education."
Davis and Olympic soccer
" I think that (MSU has) player and Women's Sports
made many strides, many Foundation President Julie
steps in the right direction,'~ .-Jf~,~~~~~ll
HengehOJd said.
- wen)(en the La~ for·women.
Many who called for a A minority report was filed
review of Title IX claim by wme members of the
men's programs sutTer as a comm1ss1on questioning
result of the requirements. certain aspects of the proAdvocates of Title IX. how- posal.
ever. point out that the inten"I think that across the
tion is not to prohibit the nation there's certainly
opportunities of men. but to room for improvement,"
increase the opportunities Fields said. "This legislation
for women, and any ca<;es has been around for 30
where men's programs are years."
cut is misuse.
Hengehold said she did
"I hate it when it cuts not think changes in Title IX
m;n·s sports," Hengehold would affect the gendersaid. "I think !hat there is a equality effort at Murray
way for it to work and create State.
a balance without cutting
'') think we will stay how
out men's programs. It we are," Hengehold said. "I
needs to be revised so it is don't think it will bring the
fair, and there is a way to do program down at all.' '
Since the inception of
it."
Fields agreed.
Title IX in 1972. the number
"We don't take the ntti- of female athletes has
tude that men's and worn- increased dramatically. The
en's sports ure adven.arial," National Collegiate Athletic
Fieldo; said.
Association rel>()rted fewer
Stone said schools should than 30,000 women panicinot drop men's ),ports in pants in 1972. By 2000, the
order to comply with Title NCAA served almost
IX.
151,000 female athletes.
"Another important rec- The number of fcm<tle athommcndation is to urge letes in high school
.;chools to stop over),pend- increased from 294.000 to
ing on college sports. ~uch nearly 2.8 million during
as football and men'5 ba'- that time period.
ketball," Stone said. "This
"I think it has given
recommendation would help women a lot of opponunities
male athletes in nonrevenue and room for growth that
sports. The intent of Title IX were not there before,"
is not to decrease opportuni· Hengehold said. "It's given
ties for males."
women more independence
The commiss1on pro- and the ability to be conliposed changes on how cer- dent in themselves."
rain aspects (roster spots,
Hengehold said she thinks
nonscholarship and nontra- Title IX benefits women in
ditional athletes) are coont- the areao; of overall involveed . Many critics of the rcvi- ment, rule changes, scholarsions, including actres!> and ships and the ability to purOlympic archer Geena sue sports after school.

Intramural Volleyball Standings

Intramural Volleyball Standings

Residential College

GreeJ\ league

fraternity

Men
White

2·0

Franklin
Hester

1-1
1· 1

Rtchmond

1-1

Lambd,, Ch1 Alpha

Richmond

Hart
Clark

2·0
1- 1

Alph.1 Sigma,Phi
Sigm.t Chi

Women
!lester

3·0

ss ll

1-1

Sorority
4..0
2·0

Alpha Omicron Pi

2·0

Alpha Sigma Alpha
Sigma Sigma Sigma

2·0
2·0
1- 1

2·1

Alpha Gamma Delta

l ·l
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Steinbrecher fills OVC
commissioner position

OVC Action
Baseball Scores

The Ohio Valley Conference
Board of Presidents announced
jon A. Steinbrecher as the new
commissioner for the conference March 28. He will fill the
position vacated by Dan Beebe

ltfarch 26

Austin PNy 13

Belmont 4
Indiana State 13
Eastern Illinois 3

(1989-2003).

Steinbrecher has served as
commissioner of the Mid-Continent Conference since 1994
after working for Indiana Uni·
ver~;>ity, Houston Saptist Uni·
vcrsity and Davidson College.
As commissioner of the MCC,
Steinbrecher served on several
NCAA committees and subcommittees.
Steinbrecher will begin his
OVC duties May 5.

Hello everyone and welcome back
from Spring Break. Our racing season is
underway; now it is time to see the hard
work the athletes have put in during the
winter training..!'eason pay off. Spring is
here with warltler temperatures as well
as volatile weather which hinders our
practice time. However, I am confident
/ that the rigorous physical training put in
by our athlctt'S this winter will help to
compensate for lost water time.
• This Saturday is our big home regattathe Racer Regatta- at Kenlake State Park.
We will be playing host to eight teams
from all over the nation. Happily, we
nave added a few institutions to last
year's schedule. These will include University of Missouri at Columbia, Univer·
sity of Tennessee at Knoxville, University
of Cincinnati and Vanderbilt University.
Racing will lx!gin at 8:30 a.m. and last
until approximately 3:00 p .m. Kenlake
Lodge is the best place from which to
view the race. Kenlake has beautiful facil·
ities, and I believe this year's event to be
the best to date!
I would love everyone to come out and
support us at our home event. We will
have bands, concessions and an excellent
day of racing! Thank you to all who have
supported us in the past, and thank you
to those will support us in the future!

Eastern Kentucky 12
Western Kentucky 8
Mississippi State 10
Morehead State 3

Southeast Missouri 17' 7
Uncoln 0, 2
'

Tennessee-Martin 6
Arkansas State 3
Karri Wurth!The News

Mur ray State freshma n s~ond baseman Ike Bridwell hurries back to first base Thesday following a
pickoff move by an Indiana-Southeast pitcher. T he ' Breds defeated the Grenadiers 12-3 ~ith the help
of four home runs. T he ' Breds ~ill play tomorrow at noon against E astern Kentucky.

Women's tennis team
defeats EKU, UT-Martln

The women's tennis team
pulled out a successful week of
play with a 7-0 shutout of East- season, facing off against OVC
em Kentucky on March 28 and opponents Eastern Ken tucky
a 6·1 victory against Tennessee- and Tennessee Tech.
Martin on Tue~ay .
The ml'n defeated EKU 4-1
The Racers, defending OVC during the morning competiChampions, saw match victo· tion but Jost 5-2 to ITU. Murray
ries agairu;t EKU from junior State is the two-time defending
Melissa Spencer, sophomore OVC Champion:
Jadyn Leeper, sophomore Jen·
Against EKU, the Racers
nifer Ward, senior Annette claimed match victories from
Steen, senior Cheryl Graham senior Thiago Gondim, junior
and freshman Tami McQueen. Zakaria Bahri, sophomore
The doubles teams of Leeper Adam Maskill and freshman
and Spencer, Steen and Ward Richemn Mourad.
and Graham and McQueen aJso
Maskill and Muskwe had the
contributed to the shutout.
only wins for the Racers against
OVC-riva l Tennessee Tech Tennessee Tech.
defeated the Racers 5-2 on SatThe men will continue OVC
urday
p lay today through Sunday at
The Racers won 5-of·6 singles Memphis, Tenn.
matches in the victory against
UTM.
Track and field teams
The women's tennis team
will travel to Eastern Illinois for compete In Big Cat Classic
The men's and women's track
a 2 p.m. conference match Sat·
teams
competed
in the
urday.
unscored Big Cat Classic in
Men's tennis team defeats Memphis, Tenn., on March 29.
Eastern Kentucky 4-1
The University ef Memphis and
The men's tennis team had a Rhodes College hosted the
win and a loss Saturday as it competition.
opened conference play for the
The highest finishers for the

Tennessee&
Tennessee Tech 5
Marth29

Austin Peay 6
Racers were women's sophomore thrower Jamie Numberg·
er and men's freshman thrower
Derek Sargent. In the discus,
Nurnberger threw for a dis·
tance of 135-8, and Sargent
threw for 179-7 1/2 in the
javelin.
The men's and women's track
and field teams will travel to
Cape Girardeau, Mo., to compete in the SEMO Gatorade
classic today and tomorrow.

Rodeo teams continue
season under new coach
The men's and women's
rodeo teams arc continuing the
spring season under new Head
Coach Tony Turner. The teams
competed in Troy, Ala., on
March 20-22 and are in compe·
tition in Jonesboro, Ark.,
through Saturday.
The women finished second
at Troy, while the men placed
fourth. junior Laura Lott led
the women with first-place fin·
ishes in the long round and in
the average in goat tying. The
men were led by freshman Ben

Ray, who finished first in the
short go and in the averageteam roping event.

Murray's WRKY-AM radio
canies 24 'Breds games
Murray's ESPN radio affilliate, WRKY (1130 AM), will air
24 Murray State baseball games
this season. The 'Breds'entire
OVC schedule and all post-season games will be aired on the
station.
Coverage will begin tomor·
row with Murray State's con·
ference opener against Eastern
Kentucky, which will begin at
noon on Johnny Reagan Field .
The remainder of MSU's home
season will be broadcast on the
station, in addition to away
series against Eastern Illinois,
Tennessee Tech and Morehead
State.
Play-by-play commmentary
for the baseball games will be
provided by Neal Bradley.

Upscomb 5
UNC Greensboro 10
Eastern Kentucky 4
Southeast Missourf 5, 4
Missouri Valley 0, 3

Man:/130
Upscomb 7
Austin Peay 5

Eastern Illinois 5, 7
IPFW 4, 9
April J

Illinois State 16
Eastern Illinois 9
Eastern Kentucky 29
IPFW 13
Mumy State 12
lndlana-SouthNst 3

St. louis 11
Tennessee-Martin 7
Geotgfa State 7
TenneaeeTecbG

Sports Briefly is compiled by assistmtf sports editor Amrmda L.t•r.

Hmmm, graduation's soon .
Now what to do
with this old bike?

Free Admission
Date:
Saturday, April 5, 2003
Location: Spectator site @ Kenlake State
Resort Park

Sell Itl

Races beginning at 8:30 a.m.

with

Murray State News Classified Advertising
-

First 20 Words, 25C per word,
each additional word, 20C per word.

th e

murray
~3state
news

Live music, concessions

-

Participating teams from:

Classified Categories Include:
For Sale • For Rent • Help Wan~ed • Personals
Lost & Found • Travel • Medical • Real Estate
Announcements • Business Opportunities

Classified ads may be placed at The Murray State News office,
111 Wilson Hall , or may be mailed to The Murray State News.
'

Classified advertising must be paid for at the time placed. No classified ads will be accepted
over the telephone. The Murray State News' advertising policies and deadlines apply.

University ol Tennessee
Vanderbilt University
Baylor University
Xavier University
University ol Missouri at Columbia
Southern Methodist University
Wheaton College
University ol Cincinnati
Murray State University
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Women's golf takes first at Saluki invite
staff report
With three individual tournament championships under her
belt, sophomore golfer Lee Anne Pace is on pace to sweep
the spring schedule.
Led by Pace's third-consecutive
individual
tournament
championship Monday, the
Murray State women's golf
team captured the Southern Illinois Saluki Invitational with a
two-day, 36-hole score of 315326-641. ,
Pace shot a tournament-best
73, one over par in the final

round. helping MSU defeat
Arkansas State and host SIU in
Carbondale. Ill. Also contributing for MSU were sophomore
Santie Koch, senior Stephanie
Baskey. senior Kelly Wren and
junior Nikki Orat.ine.
Koch fired n 79-83-162 to finish tied for eighth in a field of
90, and Bnskey tied for 11th
with a 77-87-164. Wren shot a
82-84-166, tying for 15th, and
Orazine's 82-86-168 was good
for a 26th-place tie.
The golf team has a week off
before competing at the Eastern
Kentucky Lady Colonel Classic
on April 10-12.

LAsT DlREE TOURNAMENTS

STANDINGS (FIElD OF 90)

LEE-ANNE PACE

SALUKI INVITA710NAL

SALUKI1NviTA170NAL:

77-73--150 (1ST)
BANNISTER GAMECOCK ClAsSIC:

76-74--150 (1ST)
LADY RACER ClAsSIC:

l.EE-ANN PACE (1ST)
SATIE K OCH (8m)
STEPHANIE BASKEY (11m)
KELLY WREN (15m)

150
162
164
166
NIKKI ORAZINE (26TJl) 168

76-71 --147 (1ST)

Rowers ready for annual Racer Regatta on Saturday,:
by jake Lowary
..

contrihtHing writer

The Murray State women's rowing
team will try to keep its past record alive
at the Racer Regatta this Saturday at
Kenlake State Resort Park.
The women's rowing team has taken
gold in all the regatta's races during the
past four years the event has been held.

"(We) took gold in everything (Jast
year), and we are looking to continue,"
Head Coach Jenny Hengehold said.
Team members trained extensively
during the winter and have high expectations for the upcoming event, sophomore varsity rower Nicole Brandt said.
"The girls have incredible heart," she
said. "(We) have put everything into
this year's winter training."

Brandt said the rest of her varsity
teammates feel the .same way.
"(We) are very excited; the team is
doing better than they ever have," senior
varsity rower Sharlene Beckett said.
"The team is working really hard, and
(we) feel that we are better than ever."
Hengehold said she also is optimistic.
"(I) think we will do very well," she
said.

During the past four year.s, the attendance and popularity of the Racer
Regatta have outgrown the event's original venue - Cherokee Park - and
prompted the move to Kenlake. Music,
concessions and other amenities will be
offered to attract a larger crowd.
Eight teams will compete at the event,
including Baylor, Missouri and Tennessee, Vanderbilt, Southern Methodist,

Wheaton and Xavier. The same schools,.
plus the University of Cincinnati, will.
compete in the men's races.
,
Preliminary races will be held Saturday morning; tinals will be held in the ·
afternoon.
The Silver Bowl will be given to the
best overall team. and Hengehold said
the MSU team has every intention !O
"keep the Silver Bowl at home."
~~~:

....

College
RI,NG

E&
Tuell. - §at.
1 t a.m.- ti! a.m.

~~,N IIVAL

~..,_...ur.

Thursday, April 10
from 4 - 6 p.m. ·
•...............•....•.••.•..•••.•.••.••.••....•.....••...•.....
Money raised will benefit Relay for Life! ~
...•...•.•••.••••.•...•...••.•......•...........................
Besides games there will be a bake sale, ·
arts and craft, and a yard sale!

76~·0040
Looking for an opportunity to get involved on
campus?

Hamburgers and hotdogs will be sold for a $1.00

Nan l iS Placaj

Have questi0ns about Murray's Greek system?

a - to c... ..
•t
-..c.wwiiiW
IIoad
7S..uac

A Loving Doycare

•

* 6am-1am
* 6-6 Sat. toke Drop-In~
* Higher Scope Curriculum
* Large Fenced-fn backvard (kids safetv)

Try Phi Kappa Tau, MSU's newest Greek
Organization!
We are looking for quality men such as:
+Leaders
+Scholars
+Athletes
+Gentlemen

Bring Ad and Waive Registration fee
N~oN IIIIE&C:H
Tunntny & Storoge Ae1alul

If you are looking for answers to your questions,
please contact our president Shane Williams
at 753-0945 6r shanewillie22@ hotmail.com

10% discount off tanninS! packai!es. swlmwear
and lotions wiTh MSU 1.0.

Hours

New Purses and ba2s bY ~
rMci-ID....,
-

Mon. ·Thurs.
8 a.m.· to P.m.
8

Ai.. &: Sat.

812 Whltnell Drive
Murray

Cbsed~

753-3333

a.m.· 9 P.m.

Freshman Year Leaders Needed
Remember how helpful your Freshman Year Leader was?
Come be a part of this exciting program.
Requirements:
o Must have completed 30 hours by the end of the Spring 2003 semester.
0
Must currently have at least a 2.5 GPA.
o Must have excellent communication skills.

The

Earned Income ·
Tax Credit.
=
You've
earned it.
Why not claim .:
lt7

Applications are available from your College Head, in the Student Affairs Office, or
download from the Murray State website, then click Student Affairs.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: April 11th, 2003

If you're working hard just to make ·

Must be turned in to your College Head and must sign up for an
interview time. Interviews will be conducted by your College Head.

ends meet and have one or more
children living with you, you may
qualify for the BTC. Think of it as a- •
reward for doing one of life's most
beautiflj, most important and JOOSt
loving jobs. Visit our Web s1te II'
ask your tax prepater if you qualify.

For more information, please contact your College Head:
Paula Hulick
762-5344
Mike Young
762-6831
Paul Naberezny 762-6860

(

Steve Horwood
Bob Valentine
Jane Hall
Chuck Hulick

Clark
Elizabeth
Springer-Franklin
Hart

Ron Cella
Squire Babcock
Oliver Muscio
Bonnie Higginson

Hester
Regents
Richmond
White

A message from the Internal
Revenue Service.
www.ln.gov

~<ii\1 The Internal Revenue Service
~&1/1 Workiag ta ,ut nrvice first
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Play ball! Major League Baseball teams open 2003 season
by Chris Jung
sport' editor
For Major League Baseball fans across the country, opening
day signifies !he beginning of a new year, the potential tor
breaking long-standing records and, for some. brand-new
venues.
However, the moM intriguing aspect of an MLB opening day
is this: Everyone has a shot. Throw outla~t year's records, key
acquisitions and blockbuster tn.1des; opening day is about second chances and new hope. It is almost too close to call until
summertime rolls around.
East Division: Don't lhe Yankees just bother you'? As if they
dic.ln't have enough firepower, the Yanks acquired the best
lugger ever to come out of Japan wilh Hidek.i Matsui and have
so many .,tarting pitcher.;, guys like Jeff Weaver and Jose Conlreras will more than likely come out of the bullpen.
Despite the ex~tatiuns in New York, howe.,er, the Boston
Red Sox may be lhe team to beat mme September. as well as
during the year. Pedro Maninez is healthy. Derek Lowe has the
confidence and the duo of Nomar Garciaparra and Manny
Ramirez is flat-out S(.'al)'.
The surprise story in !he East will be lhe Tampa Bay Devil
Ray$. Yes, the Devil Rayl>. Wilh longtime Seanle coach Lou
Pi nella defel.1ing to Florida, the D-Rays have a ne\v contidence
and may actually win some games. With young talent such as
Joe Kennedy, Ben Grieve and Carl Crawford playing inspired
baseball, this team could be fun and may pul bodies back in the
seat~ at Tropicana Field. Enst champs: Boston Red Sox.

Cenrral Di,ision: La~t year's sleeper and ultra-underdog
comes into thb ~cason a.~ one of the American League's top
teams. Returning every key player from 2(X)2's magical run,
lhe Twinkies play good defense, are agg1cssive on tht: bao;es
and can hit the ball. All-Star uuttil'ldcr Torii Huntl'r will lead
the charge a-; the Twins anempt to return to last sea~on's form.
One man Chicago White Sox fans thought they'd never
cheer for is fonner Cleveland Indians' pitcher Bartolo Colon.
Now. Colon is the Sox's al·e, and his presence changes the
dynamic uf the Windy City team. Despite lhe losl! of second
baseman Ray Durham, the ChiSox should provide some pop at
the plate, led by All-Star Maggliu Ordone1.. Central t•hamps:
Minnesota Twins.
West Division: Establbhing itself as the most competitive
divbion in the American l.eague during recent years, this season's West Division is free of cupcake team~.
The defending champion Anaheim Angels and their worldfarnam. Rally Monkey will look to repeat with \irtually every
member from the 2002 World Series team still around.
Lao;t season's leader in team home runs. the Texa.-. Rangers
spent good money to produce a contender in !he Looestar State.
With di..;appointing records nnd sulrpar perfonnances, the
Rnngel'!. hired fonner Blue Jay·~ manager and ESP~ analyst
Buck Showalter to take the reins. Combined with Alex
Rodriguez's power and a con\i\tent batting order, Tc\as is !he
West's newest threaL We~t champs: Tex<L~ Rangers.
Despite the Red Sox's l>Ucceo;s in the East, !he Yankees will
prevail as lhe wild-card champion Look for Boston to face
Texas in the American League Championship Series, with the
Red Sox representing the American l.eague in !he Pall Classic.

by Nick Batts
staff writer
Unlike the Amerkan League, where there are clearcut favorites in l'ach division, the Senior Circuit looks
to be up in the air.
In the East, thl' l)hillics look like the team to beat.
Jim Thome is ewn betll'r th.1n most people think and
may have, been the best hitter in the American League
last year. With Kevin Millwood, the Phillies have a
No. I stc1rtcr thl'y can count on every fifth day.
After Ph illy, the division seems to be a crapshoot to
me. Let's go with the Braves to finish second, since
they always seem to win even with obvious holes in
the lineup. Losing Milwood and Tom Glavine will certainly hurt the pitching staff, but an outfield of Chip·
per jones, Andruw Jones and Sheffield should be able
to keep the Braves in the running.
The Central is an interesting division. The Astros
should have decent enough pitching and will have
plenty of offense to win this division. jeff Kent is better than most people realiz.e and will help tremendously.
Another year, another chance fqr me to overrate the
Cubs. I could write an entire article on the North·
sidcrs, but let's just say they have too many good arms
to not compete. Kerry Wood, Mark Prior, Matt
Clement and Carlos Zambrano can each bring the

cheese at 95-plus, and Shawn Estes should be a pleasant change of pace.
The Cardinalo; have a great offense but were basical·
ly holding open auditions for starters after Matt Mor·
ris. Many people are picking the Cards to make the
playoffs, but not me. The reason I feel the Cardinals
won't make the playoffs is, well, I really, really hate
the Cardinals. Fair enough?
The Reds will score mnny runs and could be a sleep·
er team, but they ne...--d more pitching. The Pirates and
Brewers both suck, but at least they have shiny new
ballparks. •
The West also i~ iflteresting, with a handful of teams
that could make a run at the division title.
The Giants are the pick here. Sure they lost Jeff Kent,
but they added Ray Durham and jose Cruz. Their
pitching will be solid, if not spectacular. Also, it helps
to have Barry Bonds, the best player in the game.
The Dodgers and Diamondbacks will battle for second place in the division, and L.A. is the pick. It has
more than enough starting pitching and should grind
out enough runs to stick around the top of the division.
The D'backs don't have much on offense but will
win 40 percent of their games just because johnson
and Schilling will pitch two days out of five.
Finally, the Phillies will take the cake and represent
the National League in this season's World Series.

Classifieds
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SALE

OVal O:lk dmtng room table. Six m.1t<it ·
rng duir.>. $425. 753-:U 76.
~ 2 ROOM I>IRECf n' SY~"n:.\t
r;-;Q.UDING INSTAIL\TION13 niOillh.~
fn:e ltl\0 ·"' Cinem.IX·S66 \'3lue! M~.~
.l2'i•
channels! Dig,tal
qu;llity
pt<:!!lrc/sound. Pockage; $31 99/ mo.
Un~~ted off~. 1~200-4617.

AA.<; YOUR RUIII>ll'G SHIFTED>
'\tructur.U l"ef'3!1li or ooms, houses ltnd
~r:rs;e., Call Woodfonl llniS., Inc for
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I-IELP WANTED
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miles avail;tblc:
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DON ' T WAS T E
T ALE NT O N
P ART TIME
J O BS WIT H B AD
HRS & P AY

• Part Time Work
• career Training
•CollegeNo-Tech
Tuition Assistance

A'k about

our sp<Jtll'e·lr.tininf: pmgnun <l11l I·
80\}CfT·DIU\'E www.lftdnve.<.X.>ru

i~

M.S.U. CLASSFIEDS WORK/

Solos .uul

YOU C A N
make a difference!
J- 800-G O -GUARD
or
www.I800GoGunrd.com

Tr.tirk'.,. O.'O·Solnli/fl':lii1S 1'1~¢. We ;lrt•

888-923-3238 • www.campusfundraiser.com

ll·~m~ 10 n10
C.~ll I~MOI<H·PAY

looking for experi<!nrt:cJ
priority d.-f>.tldl.
(Hl8&667·37l9)

KY Army
National Guard

School Relations is now accepting
applications for Student Ambassador
for the 2003-2004 school year.

Friday, April 4
11 a.Jn • 3 p.nt.

Applications can be picked up in
School Relations office 5th floor Sparks Hall,
SGA Office or Student Affairs Office .i n
Ordway Hall.

Where: In the quad (if rain, in Curris Center Dance
Lounge)

Why: To raise money for Forget Me Not Children's
Center.

Deadline April

How: BBQ plate lunches for $4 with a LIVE broadcast
on Froggy from 11 a.m. - Noon.

11th

Come join the fun!
Website: www.geocities.com/asa_betanu

bfi~~

CAN THE TIME YOU SPEND
WATCHING MOVIES

Pet Sitting

COUNT AS CREDIT HOURS?

Rent 2 M ovies, Get 1 FREE
with MSU 10.

I louse Sitting

WE WILL TEND
I···~"
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l·idos, l'dinL·~, Ft,h, l·c~rhercd Fncnds,
as "M:ll ns any other Furry or
non·furry Crtllers 111 1hrtr own
h~·rne em1ronmenr

Shawn Maxwell

753·6147

UK

UNIVERSITY
OF KENTUCKY

If Your Summer
Destination is
Kentucky

Located inside
Wai-Mart.
C2003 Blockbuster Inc

Attend Summer
Sessions

May 13- June 10
and/or
June 12 -August 7

VIdeo !iuper !it:ore

Many of YOur favorite classics & new releases!

Call Kat at
(800) 432-0963 to
(859) 257-3382

I

• Over 3 .. 000 DUDs in stock!
·New arrivals weeklY.
114 N. 12th St. OCF!ooeY~Cmlerl 153·16

for class schedules.
Equal Opponunlty Unlve"rty
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Wage gap:
Internet research may help females collect deserved pay, benefits
From Page 1
director, said in some organizations,
there is still "thl! notion that women,
especially if married, are supplementing an income rather than
being the primary breadwinner."
Curry said because of discriminatory obstacles, many professional
women have decided to put off having families so they are able to work
on their careers.
''We're del1nitcly seeing women
havmg children later in life," Curry
said. "Where they used to have
them in their early 20s, now we're
seeing their late 20s and early 30s as
the beginning of their childbearing
years. I think. the competitive nature
of corporate America definitely discourages women rrom having children right away."
Although some studies show the
wage gap is actually narrowing
faster for college graduates, Curry
said the gap tends to widen as a

woman gets older.
"For women 50 and over. you do
lind oftentimes we still have a problem with the glass ceiling," she
said. "But, not only is there a glass
ceiling, there's also a thing called a
sticky floor. That's for women who
arc middle-aged, where their children are either teenagers or older
and their parents are becoming
elderly, and because of her family
responsibilities, sometimes she is
often hesitant to go for a promotion.''
Some disciplines show a much
larger gap than others for entrylevel positions. According to the
NACE ~urvey, the fields of education, computer scirnce and finance
had smaller wage gaps than those of
agriculture and communications.
Larry Guin, department of economics and finance chair, attributed
the smaller gap in finance to the
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nature of the business.
"Finance is a merit-based. com·
petitive 11eld," Guin said. "Employers gene rally don' t sare if you lllC
male or female, young or old. rich
or poor - they simply care whether
you can do the job or not. They are
willing to pay for talent, regardle~s
of the gender."
Guin said he docs not believe the
gap has discouraged females from
seeking a college degree.
" f emales are justifi ably sensitive
to discrimination, whether it be in
compensation or any area, but our
students appear to be more interested in opportunities for advancement
than in starting pay anyway," he
said. "As long as promotions are
based on merit and (employers)
offer these opponunities for
advancement, I don' t believe that
the starting-pay gap will be a deterrence;•

OPEN
Mon.
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
TiltS · Sat.
10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Businesses also are becoming
more sensitive to the issue, Guin
said.
"The day of the 'old boy' network is disintegrating rapidJy as
competitive pressures increase and
firms seek out talented people," he
said. " In time, this will eliminate
the gap. I believe that this will happen relatively quickly in finance, a
bit more slowly in other disciplines."
Murphy said he cannot imagine
that the situation with women's
wages is improving with the current
governmental administration.
"Republicans do not have a rich
history of helping those who are
politically and econom ically disenfranchised.'' Murphy said.
Stone said she believes some
people try to justify the inequity or
ignore it altogether.
"Some people do not believe the

Phone:
767-0486
Fax:
753·7993

lOCAllY GROWN ORGANIC PRODUCE
NOW HARVESTING Red & Green Romaine and Buttercrunch Lettuce. Also
Kale & Biby Green Gourmet Mix.

Certified Organic Grapefruit, Valencia Oranges, Broccoli,
Cabbage, Yams, and Onions. Others available upon request.

statistics," she said. 'They think
that the data compares male doctors' salaries to female secretaries'
salaries. But the wage gap shows up
in comparisons of groups of people
with exactly the same position, education and experience.''
Curry said researching what is
typically offered for similar positions can help women ensure they
will receive the pay they deserve.
" You can do this through reference at the public library," she said.
"You can do this online, and you
can do it through y,our college
career-counseling center. When
you talk. to your employer, as long
as you do it tactfully and knowledgeably, you can certainly explain
to that potential employer that
you've done some research and
realize that the median starting
salary for a like position would be
'X' number of dollar~ . Most

employers will take that as a sign of;
strength and determination."
Stone said everyone shot.ld be ·
vigilant about salary inequities.
''If you know that a person at
your place of work has the same
,e xperience and education but Is
receiving Jess pay, do something
about it," Stone satd. "Disclose
your own salary and support that '
_:
person's request for a raise."
In the meanti me, C urry said
women should not let the wage gap
discourage them.
"I don't think that there's anY:
thing out there that is not available
to women," sbe said. "J think the
barriers are there to be broken."
Stone concurred: "(1 know) some
may feel discourdged by the wage
gap, but others see it as a challenge
- yet another oppression that can be
overcome and ameliorated through
•hard work and activism.''
•·

welcomes new stylist

Misti
Lawrence
A graduate of Ezell Cosmetology School, Misti specializes in
all branches of cosmetology, including hair, nails, waxing and
make-up.
Call or see Misti for an appointmen t on
Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Ow ner/Opera tor
Barbara Coleman
208 S. 12th Street

270-759-2467

Mon.· sat.

t 0:30 a.m.

to
midnight

759-3663
Chestnut St.
Located at 5 Points

Friday, April 11 2003
Curris Center Dance Lounge
5:00p.m. -?

"Home of the special Bean Roll"

unique Mexican Food · Deli sandwiches
cajun 'specials · salads · soups · BBQ

Check out our Special lrice Lunch Menu!
~ Deck now OPEN! /)r!l
~

Meet to Eat

~

Open Mon. - sat.11 a.m. - 12 a.m.
- • ALL Margaritas $1
·House Margaritas .. $2.75
TUes.- • 60 oz. domestic pitchers $4.50 • Beer Specials
• .$1.50 LOngnecks • $1 off ALL pitchers

•Dart Tournament

.. $1.75 for ALL Well Drinks
Live Music

.....iN! -

April 1o - Loophole
r of 10th & A

• 759-8866

The Student Nutrition Association and
the Advanced Ceramics Students
ask that you join us for
an evening of giving.
For a minimum $1 0 donation, enjoy a
simple meal of soup and bread served
in a hand-made ceramic bowl (while
supplies last) that is yours to keep as
a reminder of the hunger that exists in
the world today.

All Donations will go directly to
Need Line to fight hunger in
our own community.
Ceramic Bowls are available on a firstcome, first serve basis! We will
continue to serve from disposable
bowls for as long as the soup lasts.

whea YOU purtMJe
J, (:moptklllllndted:
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